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NBWBPAPER HISTORY
Tlie Rockland Gazette was established hi
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
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The Free Press was established In 1835, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Resources

Undivided Profits and Surplus
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Sept. 6,1921, $32,000.00 $1,546,945.00
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I am ’sorry for tlie men who do not •••
read .he Bible every day.—Woodrvw •••
Wilson.
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GOLFERS ORGANIZE

Aug. 29,1927, 125,000.00

2,600,000.00

Increase in profits in 6 years

$93,000.00

Increase in resources in 6 yrs. 1,053,055.00

A fast growing National Bank and safe depository for

your money

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
73 years of service

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
Arthur S. Baker, Pres.

Edward F. Berry, Cashier

J. N. Southard, Vice Pres.

D. C. Leach, Asst. Cashier

ROCKLAND, MAINE
105&106-Tu&Stf

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS
THOMASTON and WARREN
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing

Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
81-tf

irnest Newnhnm of the Samoset
Club a Director of the New Asso*
ciation.
At a meeting o' the Maine profes
sional golfers, who assembled in
Bangor for the state open champion
ship tournament at tlie Penobscot
Valley Country Club an organization
was formed to be known as the
Maine Professional.Golfers' Associa
tion open to professional golfers in
Maine, of which 'there are about 35
at preseint.
Alex Chisholm of tlie Portland
Country Club was elected presi
dent, Prank Gilman of Augusta, vice
president, Larry Strtlay of the Pe
nobscot Valley Country Club, secre
tary-treasurer. These, with Ernest
Newnham of the Samoset Club,
Rockland, and Bert Ryall of the
Bridgton Highlands club, make up
the board of directors.
The next meeting wilt probably be
at , Poland Spring. It is expected
that about all the professionals ill
the state will come in.

ONE OF “THE FOSSILS"
Cyrus H. K. Curtis Member of Or
ganization Dedicated To Amateur
Journalism.
An organization composed of some
of the most prominent men in tl.e
country who dabbled in amateur
journalism 40 years ago was incor
porated Friday in Brooklyn as “The
Fossils.”
‘‘To perpetuate friendships formed
40 years ago between members when
as youths, they edited or wrote for
what were then known as Amateur
Journals,’ ” is the way the incorpora
tion papers read.
It is planned to hold occasional
reunions and to maintain a library
in which their Juvenile'literary out
bursts can be bound and exhibited.
Among the incorporators were
Thomas A. Edison, United States
Senator George H. Moses, former
United
States Solicitor General
James M. Beck, former Secretary of
the Navy, Josephus Daniels, Cyrus H.
K. Curtis. New York and Philadel
phia newspaper publisher, William
G. Snow, Meriden, Conn., and Leon
ard E.'"Tilden, Marthoro'.'N. H.

Loves makes a man think almost
as much of a girl as he does of himself.

Capt. and Mrs. E. L. Morris. 375 , grandchildren (eight boys and four
Old County road, have rounded out girls) and four great grandchildren
50 years of happy wedded life, and j (two boys and two girls.)
It is
today their cozy and delightful home planned and greatly hoped that all
Is open to their friends in observance these children, grandchildren and
of the occasion, and many will be great grandchildren will be here to
Mr. Cameron thinks the business the footsteps turned their way to ex i celebrate the golden wedding. The
men of the nut.on, Republicans and change greetings., offer congratula- l possible exception is Mrs. Nevetta
inocrats, dreading anything ap
pro,aching the usunl financial depress on incident to a national campaign,
will set in motion a wave of senti
ment within the next six mcntr.s
th..i will impel the leaders 'n the
1928 Republican Nat: ,nal Conven
tion to sidetrack ti e candidacies of
ail new aspirants ard bring about
the unanimous selection of Presi•Jenf Coolidge to surceed himself.
"Mr. Coolidge has tried to take
himselPout of the picture hy snying
he does not choose to run in 1828,
!>ut the people haven’t said anything
like that.” said Senator Cameron
at the National Republican Club.
“All the President did when he
made his statement was to clear the
course for anyone who wanted to he
a candidate, and having done that lie
has left a situation that will he in
creasingly difficult for the Republit ans to manage. The upshot of lt
will be that when things have
reached the breasing point under
'.he strain of rival candidates,'some
one will say 'Why not Coolidge?'
and then the business will soon be
over.
“Mr. Coolidge today is the strong
est candidate and the ablest politiciaai
n the Republican party. The peo
ple have prospered under his admlnstration and they have the fullest
confidence in him.
"No matter how good or safe the
lew man might b», there would be
lot of uncertainty about his policies,
ind the uncertainty would unsettle
business. We cannot afford even a
short period of business suspense.
When credit is extended capital is
extremely sensitive.
"The new business of this country,
and 1 am speaking now especially of
automobiles, is done very largely on
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Morris of Old County Road, Who Are Today
credit.
About the same thing is
Celebrating Their Golden Wedding Anniversary.
true of the radio, and in the field of
real estate the habit of buying on
credit, with a small payment down, lions and wish many more years of Foster of Cremlin, Colo., who may
is well nigh universal in the the same wedded happiness to them. not be able to arrive until later In
country. No one can argue success
It was in King's County, Nova the week. Needless to say. It will
fully against the new national habit Scotia, Sept. 6, 1877, that the mar be a wonderful occasion for the fam
while business is good.”
riage of Miss Loretta Armstrong and ily, one that will always remain In
Capt. Edwin L. Morris took place, their memories.
Capt. and Mrh. Morris are both re
and in that same little village they
STONINGTON CORPORATION
remained until 1900 when they came markably active for their years.
The Tewksbury Amusement Com to Rockland in the hope that the Capt. Morris followed the sea until
pany has been organized at Stoning Inherent love their only son. Caleb cotnifig to Rockland when he took
ton. Capital, $10,000 all common; L., displayed for the sea would be up the work ot ship carpentering.
Officers: Presjdent Mary G. Tewks overcome by some other Interests, In later years he has done more or
bury; treasurer, Lewis G. Tewks p might be added here that a course less house carpentering.
Mrs. Morris said, "I cannot real
bury; clerk, Milo B. Clarke, all of in a business college and otoher in
Stonington; purposes, to carry on at terests did not serve to displace ize that- it has been 50 years. I have
ea_rnlng for,,the sea, always been so busy. The “years
Stonington and Deer Isle a..sgeo*ra
and he Is today one or tlie most suc have fairly flown.*' Mrs. Morris Is
public amusement business.
always busy. When the cares of
cessful of the younger captains.
Capt. and Mrs. Morris have never her pretty home do not occupy her.
By the use of the new telephoto regretted their coming to Rockland. she works In her garden which Is a
graph process messages written in Here they have formed a wide constant joy In Its beauty. She Is
Chinese or any other foreign lan circle of friends, here some of their a faithful churchgoer, being affiliat
guage are sent as easily as those in children have married and made ed with the First Baptist Church,
English even though the operator their homes in turn, and here they and many a shut-in has been
knows no Chinese. The whole mess feel their feet are planted for the cheered by her beautiful flowers and
age is dispatched as a picture in homeward stretch.
her comforting words and sweet
stead of as coded words.
Five children were born to Capt. smile.
Though of a somewhat quiet and
and Mrs. Morris. They are Mrs. Luella Curry of Rockland; Mrs. Nevet retiring nature, both Capt. and Mrs.
ta Foster of Gremlin, Colo., Mrs. Morris have dispensed much happi
Beatrice Chaples of Rockland; Capt. ness and occupy a much more impor
Caleb L. Morris of Newark. N. J.: tant place In the affections of their
and Mrs. Frieda Dietch of Scotch friends and neighbors than they
Plains. N. J.
There’ arc twelve I realize.

*

DING DONG
Music by Clark’s Orch.

EXPERIENCED

selection of investments, so as to avoid loss, obtain the

STITCHERS

best interest rate consistent with safety, and keep their
: : at : :

money constantly at work.

Modern Pants Co.

We will help you solve your investment problems and

FOUR

aid you in choosing between various types of securities.

The Knox Trotting Park Associai tion pulled off another good card of
■ races yesterday, and a crowd which
i must have numbered 2000 enjoyed
the show immensely. While all of
the regular races were won in
straight heats it lines not follow that
it was a walkover in any of the
classes. On the contrary the lead| ers had to step at a right smart pace.
The special half mile race fur
nished the crowd with lots of ex
citement, and it was very evident
that all of the drivers were out for
blood. Bell Boy captured the first
heat but after that was following
Ben Earl down the stretch.
Alpffionse Hathorii of Thomaston,
S3 years of age got a big hand when
he drove Pansy B. 2.14%, an exhi
bition mile. Fred M. Blackington
showed Mack Watts through the
stretch.
Mack Watts is by Gen.
Whtts, 2.06%, the dam being Belle

FOR SALE
“WHERE TO LIVE”

IN WARREN

: : IN : :

Eight Room House, all latest im
provements — Furnace, Lights,
Bath, three acres Land, Warren
Village Three minutes’ walk from
the Bridge. Priced at $2500.

Rockland or Suburbs

Security Trust Co.
Resources Over $4,500,000.00

1. Do you wish to buy? ............
2. Do you wish to sell? ..............
3. Do you wish to Rent? ............
4. Town preferred? .....................
5. How many in family? ............
6. How many bedrooms? ...... .?....
7. Price limit? ..............................
8. Rent limit? ................................
9. Do you wish a new home? .....

List your property with us for
quick sale or rent.

,

AT THE HIGHLANDS

Seven Room House, Barn and Six
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
38 Apple and Pear Trees.

PRICED AT $1850.00

EASY TERMS

RACES

P„ 2.17% holder of the track record
for three years.

The Boys’ Band delighted the
crowd with Its fine playing, and “the
hat” yielded $53.15.
Earle C Ludwick who has come to
be looked upon as one of the best
starters in Maine, 'received many
compliments for his work yesterday
The other Judges were Charles Nim
mons and N. C. Crawford of Warren.
The watches were held by A. E.
Boggs, Leslie Nash and Alexander
McDonald. Col. Walter H. Butler
was clerk, Charles Mitchell was flag
man and young Clarence Richards as
marshal kept things moving.
’William Erskine, J. P. Robinson
and Mr. Hastings won the gratitude
of the management by their work in
pulling out motor cars which had
become mired.
The summary:
Free for All—Pune $200
Mary Aberdeen, b. m., Frank Butler,
Rockland ...........
Peter Bingen, b. g., J. II. Hobbs,
Camden .............................................
Dorland Cook, eh. K, J. Brown, Cam
den ......................................................
Time, 2.17%, 2.16%, 2.17%.

1

1 1

2

2 2

3

3 3

2.23 Class—Purse $150
King Brino, b. g., J. Wlnc&paw,
Friendship ...................................... 1
Belle Giltner,
Frank Donohue,
Rockland ........................................... 2
Don .Marque, br. g., .1. Brown. Camden .................................................... 3
Plattsburg Peter, b. g., L. Keizer,
Rockland ............................................ 4
Time, 2.20%, 2.20)4, 2.23.

1

1

2

2

4

3

3

4

2.27 Class—Purse $150
Braden D., blk. g, Frank Dono hue,

Rockland .....................................

l

Unknown, h. nt, L. Allenwood,
Camden ............................................. 2
Helen Russell, b. m., F. M. Black
ington, Rockland ............................ 3
Twilight, b. g., W. A. Wallace,
Broad Coro ...................................... 4
Prescott, r. a., W. Hall, North
Newcastle ........................................ 5
Time, 2.18%, 2.17%, 2.20%.

l l
2 2
4 3

3 4
5 5

Special Half Mile

Tel. No.......................... .....................

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

Name .................................................

ROCKLAND, ME.

Address .............................................
Clip end mail to the

GOOD

Big Crowd Had An Enjoyable Time At the Knox Trotting
Park Yesterday—Next Race On Sept. 21.

105-107

2

ABLE

Ralph H. Cameron, former United
States Senator from Arizona, says
that the political trend In the Repub
lican part}' unmistakably indicates
the
unanimous renomination of
President Coolidge.

at

achieve success by following definite rules in their

FIFTY YEARS

Volume 82.................. Number 107.

SPEAKERS

HEARD

Former Arizona Senator Sees
Renomination of the Presi Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Morris, “Sweethearts” Still, Are Today At the Rockland Summer Conference—Dr. Herrick To
Celebrating Golden Wedding Anniversary.
night On “Prayer and Our Daily Bread.”
dent.

NEXT DANCE
THURSDAY, SEPT. 8

Investors

THREE CENTS A COPY

MARRIED

SAW

sueeESSFUL

TE

Tuesday
Issue

JULIA V. WOODCOCK

Eastern Real Estate Co.

Teacher of

"Builders of New Model Homes”
32 UNION ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 818
99-tf

PIANO
TEL. 157-2

THOMASTON

106-tf

Ben Earl, b. g., C. H. Walker.
Rockland .................................... 2 1 I
Beil Boy, b. g.. Daniel Andrews,
Rockport .................................... 1 2 2
Mokolite. blk. g., Henry Jordan,
Rockland .............................. ... 3 3 3
Time, 1.08%, 1.07%, 1.07%, 1.07%.

1
2

3

The face value today of the thirty
pieces of silver mentioned in the*
Bible is about $22.50.
Palms arc regarded by the peo
ple of Egypt as symbols of peace and
rest and arc held sacred.

The third annual Rockland sum- I ism of Jesus was transcendent
mer conference, Maine’s own “North- when one recalls that his disciples
field” and "Winona” opened Sunday had no money, no weapons, no in
fluence. The life and teachings of
morning. Greetings were brought to
Jesus still fill the horizon of the
the first session by Rev. J. Charles modern world. Christ has stood the
MacDonald of Auburn, president of searchlight of minute historical in
the United Baptist Convention of vestigation. Most of all he endures
Maine. The chairman of the con the test of life.’
ference, Rev. Benjamin P. Browne
Speaking of trial and temptation
of Rockland, Introduced to an au Un James Dr. Robertson said: “James
dience which filled the spacious co uses the same word In the Greet
lonial auditorium of the First Bap for what we call trial and temptation
tist Church. Dr. Samuel Russell of ' and originally in Englisii temptation
Boston, superintendent of the New ] simply meant ‘trial,’ just as it did
Englland Evangelistic Association, In Latin. We still use the word at
who delivered the keynote address of tempt which Is simply to attempt at
the gathering ono “Love the Su or to try at. But one may be merely
preme Need of the Hour.” All the a trial and another may become a
New England States were represent temptation and James distinguishes
ed in the congregation, the confer between those Ideas, though he uses
ence becoming a mecca for the rec the same word for both Ideas."
reation of mind and spirit both to
A telegram was read from Con
the numerous summer guests of the gressman Upshaw of Georgia constate as well as to the residents of
i __________________________________
the region.
Dr. Russell condemned,/‘orthodoxy
on Ice" and demanded "love as the
supreme gift" in his opening ad
dress. "Pride and false patriotism
were the causes of the World War.'
said the speaker. "And pride I*
foreign to the spirit of Jesus." piverting to “Bad tempers as the vice
of the virtuous." he declared "The
quick tempers of Christians have done
more Injury to the world than thr
liquor traffic."
Many a business
man's temper Is like a Jar of pre
serves labelled "for family use only.”
He reserves his explosions for the
family circle.
"Love is really unselfishness" he
said. “We are born into the world
with our fists tightly closed and it
takes all of life to try to get them
open. All we do for Christ must
needs be -done for others.’J
In bringing the greeting of the
United Baptist Convention, Dr.. Mac
Donald, the president, made a plea
for the church to “lay new empha
sis on moral and personal founda
tions In order to save America."
He alluded to the speakers on the
program “as men who are in tune
with the great Spirit of God” and
Prof. J. G. Machen of Princeton
said "This conference Is a great In Seminary who speaks Wednesday aft
stitution within our borders of rare ernoon and evening and Thursday
opportunity and untold blessing."
afternoon.
President Herrick of Newton be
gan Sunduy night his series of ad
dresses on "Prayer and Forgiveness.” gratulatlng' the Rockland conference
Among the musical features of the on
hearing
"America’s
greatest
evening sessions was the solo work preachers."
of Mrs. Herrick, wife of the Presi I
President Herrick of Newton said:
dent of Newton. “The trouble with “We hear a lot In these days about
a lot of our praying," said Dr. Her j faith in an age of science. I am
rick, “is that lt is long on words waiting for someone to speak with
and short on forgiveness. ‘When you a new and impelling authority on
pray,’ said Jesus, 'forgive.' It Is science in an age of faith.* Science
the true atmosphere of prayer and If must always take account of faith,
you don’t pray In that spirit your i I have never seen an atom. It takes
prayer Is a dead wire." With char I as much faith for me to believe in
acteristic dlr^ttness and human In the atom on the word of the scien
terest the speaker thrust Ills points tist as it does for me to believe In
home. "This Is old fashioned gos the heavenly Father on the word of
pel that puts. In bitterness and leaves Jesus. Front the viewpoint of sci
that puts oin bitterness and leaves ence we may say God Is a serviceable
Prayer is discovering and
out forgiveness isn't old fashioned God.
for It hasn’t got back to Jesus. All , using the liilinte Power which is
forgiveness Is one on earth and in God."
heaven. If It is more blessed to I Guests at the conference have reggive, it is most blessed to forgive." I istered front Boston, Portland, PhllLast night an enthusiastic wel ! adelphia. Providence, Auburn, New
come was accorded the celebrated York and many other points.
The conference continues through
teacher and lecturer Prof. A. T. Rob
ertson, LL.D., on his first appear I the week closing on Friday.
ance before the gathering. His in I This afternoon Prof. Robertson
cisive style of address scintillating speaks. Tonight Dr. Herrick speaks
with southern wit, unique in schol on "Prayer and Our Daily Bread" and
arly discourse, captivated the con Dr. Robertson on "Partiality in the
ference and left no doubt that his Church."
Prof Robertson's further subjects
course of eight lectures will be eag
erly followed by admiring audiences. under the general text of “Wlsdcm
Analyzing the Book of St. James as For Today" are: The Practice of the
“Wisdom for Today” he said:
Word of God; Partiality in the
“No statesman has ever outlined Church;
Proof of Faith;
The
such a magnificent program as Je Tongue; Wisdom and War; Religion
sus. No general was ever more cer and Business; Watching for the
tain of victory. The sublime optim Coming of Christ

BUSINESS

WAS

BRISK

But Finally the Erkkalas of Warren Learned What the
Occasion of It Was—On Trial Today.
Alex Erkknla anti wife, who reside
in the suburbs of Warren, had looked
forward to a brisk business on Labor
Day, In the opinion of the Knox
County and Coast Guard Officials.
Saturday night a thirsty looking
individual rapped at Erkkala’s home
and Indicated a dtsire for some al
cohol. Mrs. Erkkala sold him a pint,
he says.
Early Sundny morning there came
another stranger who was apparently
fitting out for the holiday. He want
ed a gallon and did not appear to
begrudge the two saw-horses he paid
for It.
“I’ve got only six gallons more,"
Mr. Erkkala confided in him.
He was not to have that long,
for Inside of two hours, and while the
morning was still young, three cars
drove up to the door and discharged
a group of “customers" not at all to
Mr. Erkkala’s liking. One of them
exhibited a passport which entitled
the visitors to help themselves if they
did not see what they wanted.
In the group were Deputy Sheriffs
Earle C. Ludwick, Granville Bach-

elder and Harry D. Phillips. Capt
Blown of the Whitehead Coast Sta
tion and Coast Guardsmen Eddie A.
Carnage, Perley A. Simmons. Edwin
E. Webber and Ralph I Thompson.
In the language of one of the
deputies the officers “caught hell
from the female of the species."
"Why don’t you go out and search
somebody who has got something I"
exclaimed one of the women.
Fortified with the Information
which had heen furnished them by
the two Investigators who had just
made purchases the officers were
inclined to think that they were in
the right pew and they went ahead
with the search.
They found some bottled alcohol
in the grain box. some in Mrs.
Erkkala’s rag-bag. and a can of it
under the* earthen floor of what
serves as a hen-pen and a pig-sty.
Thus armed, and with Mr. and
Mrs. Erkkala in custody the officers
departed for Rockland. The Erk
kalas were soon bailed out by some
of their countrymen and were being
arraigned before Judge Miller when
this paper went to press.

IMPROVED BUSINESS

put on some more quarrymen. Now
brothers, don’t think because this
company has got a cutting job that
they have their hands full. They
can cut this job and still supply the
demand for rough stone.
“Benlsch Brothers have also start
ed some cutters to work on a large
monument. I am told it will take six
or seven men two or three months
to cut It. I wish they had work for
two or three years Instead as they
are a fine company to work for."

Such the Word From Secretary of
Stonington Stone Cutters’ Union.
Alexander McGuffle. corresponding
secretary of the Stonington branch
ot the Stone Cutters' Union, sends
the following report to tho current
issue of the Quarry Workers’ Jour
nal:
“I am very glad to say, in sending
my report this month, that business
has improved somewhat since my
last report. We held our regular
meeting July 14th in the I. O. F. hall,
with a fair attendance.
"I am Informed that the Deer Isle
Corp., has quite a lot of work. It
has two gangs of granite cutters at
work now and there Is a chance that
two more gangs will he started in
tho near future. They have also

The lion’s mane and ruff serve to
protect its neck when attacked by
enemies.

An aviator in a single-seater Brit
ish Air Force plane flew upside down
for four minutes and forty-five sec
onds, thus setting a new recoid.

Every-Otker-Day
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Petsonally appeared Frank 8. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he ts Pressman In the
otBce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 3. 1927 there was
printed a total of 6178 copies.
Bet ore tne,
FRANK B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

PAPEC
ENSILAGE CUTTERS
“The Cutter That Does Not Clog’’

The young lions do lack, and suffer
hunger; but they that seek the Lord
shall not want any good thing.—
Psalm 34:10.

Recognized generally—

BECAUSE—
The purpose to make of our city
a place for a summer religious con
ference Is an ambitious one. Last
year saw brought here one of the
most distinguished preachers of
London, England. The third of these
annual conferences, now in session,
presents in its well-arranged pro
gram men not only of country-wide
prominence hut of repufatlion for
scholarship that is international. It
is not usual that communities of this
size, remote from the large centers
of activity, are privileged to see
and hear men of these recognized in
tellectual qualities. In this present
time when pleasure with beckoning
hand calls the attention of so great
a proportion of us, and even the se
rious face of things becomes distort
ed here and there by the jerky man
ifestations of jazz, it should be a
thing creditable to any community
that it should seek to bring to its
people the opportunity which this
conference presents for intellectual
study and refreshment.

all over the circuit, faded out of the
picture as a pennant contender In
the early afternoon 'game yesterday,
r»ir
w
, _
I
l
rx
l n
I i
I I b*‘n8 unable to find Stan Klosek for
Belfast Dropped Two Games Labor Day, and Rockland, more than four singles, which did
not come opportunely. Camden, on
Winning Two, Is Again Possessor of Pennant.
the other hand, made merry with
Ikividson's offerings in the fifth, sixth
and eighth innings, when they earned,
all but one of their five runs. PaieTWO ALL-LEAGUE TEAMS
inent, E. Small. Wooles and -Og-lcr
carried off the honors. The score:
Camden
MANAGER PINKERTON'S
THE COURIER-GAZETTE'S
ab r bh tb PO a e
C—Kenyon, Belfast.
C—Byrne, Rockland.
j McMahon, 2
4 2 o 2 1 2 0
P—Small, Belfast.
P—Small, Belfast.
I Jones, rf ...
5 1 1 2 2 0 0
P—Klosek, Camden.
P—Loftus, Rockland.
5 0 2 3 10 0 0
Martin, lb
1B—McGowan, Belfast.
1B—Wotton, Rockland.
3 0 1 1 1 0 ft
2B—Merewether, Rockland.
2B— E. Small. Belfast.
3 0 0 0 5 0 0
3B—Walsh, Rockland,
3B—Walsh, Rockland.
B. Lee. c ....
4 1 1 1 4 e 0
SS—Cogan, Belfast.
SS—Ccgan, Belfast.
Wooles. 3b
5 0 0 0 2 3 0
LF—Ogier, Camden.
LF—Loftus, Rockland.
A. Lee. ss .
3 1 1 1 2 0 ll
CF—Macklay, Camden.
CF—Macklay, Camden.
Klosek. p ...
3 0 1 t ft 3 0
RF—P. French, Rockland.
RF—P. French, Rockland.

THE

It takes little power to elevate—

It throws as well as blows—
It has powerful self-feed, and no
clogging—

MIRACLE

HAPPENED

35 5
lelfast
ab r
4 0
3 0
4 0
4 6
4 6
lb a ft
3 0
3 ft
2 ft
1 0

It has a one-piece absolutely rigid
semi-steel frame, no wood—

9 12 27

8

1

RADIO “A” and “B”
SOCKET POWERS
DISTRIBUTED BY

Darling Automobile Co., Inc.
AUBURN, MAINE

RunsAWYradio
from your house I
electric current*

The selection of an All-League ond
1
game
Saturday
afternoon
bh tb PO a e
team this year is the most difficult Strecker held the visitors to six hits,
• • 1 2 ll
but ragged support, a pass and a '-Ogan. ss
task the sporting editor has ever at patch gave Camden three unearned't'hamard. If
It has sheet steel drums, instead
• •0 2 0 0
tempted. He believes that Byrne had scores. Bok pitched effectively for
of cast iron—
1 1 2 2 0
2 2 7 0 ft
no equal as a backstop, his batting Camden until the sixth when he gave Kenyon, c ....
It Is easy to set up and opera's,
• 6 1 7 0
being formidable and his throwing two passes in succession and was re I Paiement, 3b
ft 0 12 ft 0
and convenient to move—
placed by Ferris. Fog stopped a .1 MoGowan.
well nigh letter perteci.
i'. Small, cf
• • 1 0 0
The choice of C. Small as one of game which had everybody on edge Paker. rf ....
awflv far all
It has six fans—adjustable knives.
1 1 ft 0 0
The score:
the two pitchers Is one that will be
AaOla F«w<r
Davidson, p .
0 ft 0 3 1
Rockland
very greatly |ent>?rsed. Conceding
Tu»J« — ffnlt
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Kept. 4-9—-Summer Conference at l>st
Baptist Church.
Sept. 5-7—Bluehlll Fair.
Sept. 5-8—Lewiston State Fair.
Sept. 12—City school open.
Sept. 13-13—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 14—Annual reunion Fourth Maine
Infantry, Second Maine Battery and Natal
Vetcfana, Rockland.
Sept. 21—Races at Knox Trotting Park.
•Sept. 21—Rummage sate by the Unlversa11st ladies.
Sept. 21—First day of autumn.
Sept. 27-29—North Knox Fair, Union.
Sept. 28—W. C. T. U. -State Convention In
Fairfield.
Oct. 11-13—Tepehao Fair.
Oct. 18—Special election on primary law.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Oamarlacotta.
Oct. 18—Special State election on primary
law.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.

FAMILY REUNIONS
Sept. 7- Wellm™ family at Gilbert Well
man's, Littfoinvilte Beach.
Sept. T—Simmons family at ctnpel, West
Meadow. Rockland.

EXACTING PROCESS

Rockland Business College

,.

IL W. Fifleld of Vlnaihaven Is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. Walker
Fiflehl.
The American Legion meeting
Thursday night will tackle import
ant business.
Members of the sheriff’s force ar
rested William Roche on the St.
George road last night, charged with
driving while intoxicated.

Miss Adelle McLoon and Sllahs
McLoon of Portland were the week
end guests of their sister. Miss Helen
McLoon.

Admiral and Mrs. A. S. Snow and
Miss Mabel Snow who have spent
the summer here are leaving tomor
row for their Home In Brookline.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Martin who
havebeen visiting Mrs. George Doak
in Belfast called on Mrs. Annie Has
kell on their return to their home
In Providence.

It is worth a call at The CourierGazette office if for no other purpose
than to take a look at the gorgeous
gladioli set in this morning from the
Spruce street gardens of C. M. (Kit)
Thomas.
Miss Mathews has resumed her
duties as superintendent of nurses
at Knox Hospital after a vacation
trip to the Pacific Coast. In addition
to her vacation she was granted two
months’ leave of absence.

B But the Manufacture of Ce

ment Is Also a Fascinating
Process.
I

From kilns hotter by many degr^s than a volcano, come glasshard balls the size of marbles. These
balls, or elinker, when ground finer
than flour or talcum powder change
Into Portland cement—the material
which may be termed the magic of
concrete for Its cementing qualities
make possible great dams, and
bridges, skyscrapers and other struc
tures requiring tremendous strengths.
I Portland cement Is manufactured
from various combinations of rocks
such as limestone and clay or shale,
cement rock and limestone, limestone
and blast furnace slag, and marl
and clay.
The essential ingredients
In these rocks, lime, silica and alum
ina, are accurately proportioned and
only after numerous careful tests.
II In quarrying, the first step In the
manufacture of Portland cement, lt
is not uncommon for 100,000 tons of
stone to be torn loose with a single
charge of high explosives.
From
Girls’ Wool Jersey Dresses, 7 to 14 years
the quarry the raw materials are
Boys’ Bell Blouses—Special
carried to the giant crushers which
j easily break rocks as large as hogsI heads Into fragments.
These frag
ments then pass through secondary
crushers which crush the material
Girls’ Percale Dresses, 7 to 1 4 years
Into still smaller pieces.
At this
Boys’ Pants—Special
point the various raw materials are
usual!}' combined and the mass goes
Corduroy or Wool Lined Serviceable
through a group of mills where it is
converted into a gray powder.
Pants—a regular $1.50 value
Little Girls’ Bloomer Dresses, 2 to 6 years
Following this, the powder is
placed in the upper end of the huge
FISH ARE “SKURCE”
fire-brick lined kilns, horizontal steel
tubes, 125 to 342 l'eet long, which re
Run Must Be Large In Next semble factory chimneys. As the
kiln revolves the -'aw material grad
Girls’ Coats—a really wonderful assort
Raincoats, at
Three Months To 3&ve ually comes In contact with a jet
ment
of flame from 30 to 40 feet in length
Sardine Pack.
blown Into the discharge end of the
kjln. This mammoth blow torch is
A despatch from Eastport says;
Sweaters, a complete range for girls of
fed with powdered coal, oil, or gas.
A School of sardine herring any The resultant heat of from 2,500 to
all sizes and smaller boys
Handkerchiefs and other accessories
where along the Mr.lne coast is the 8,000 degrees Fahrenheit—enough to
signal for fishermen to get busy. This meh steel—‘brings the cement ma
is one of tlie reasons when the sein terial nearly to the melting point.
ers, according to local men, will take Here the chemical and physical
long chances in the effort to land changes take place which give the
a fare wieieb wil. bring profit. So product its cementing qualities.
far it has been a decidedly lean sea
The raw material in the form of
son for the herring fishers, whether cement clinker then passes to tho
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
seiners or weirmen. The result is, cooler.
The clinker may then be
*\
according to those who ought to ground into cement or may be stored
know that the seiners will not hesi- until needed.
Before the final grind
ts te to slip over the limits and put ing gypsum is added ln order to con
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ATHLETICS IN THE NAVY
V1NALHAVEN
their twine around a school, if they trol the rate of retting or hardening
Wilbur Coombs, returning to Lincoln
y European Excursions
think there is no warden it the vi when the cement Is used In making
Mrs. Fred Morong and sons Roy Tuesday.
I All work and no play makes Jack
cinity.
x
. concrete.
This pulverized material and Everett of Rockport were guests
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Cole and daugh
a dull boy, Jack In this case being a
it is iltlegai. but they want the fish. Is now Portland cement, a material of her mother, Mrs. Margaret Libby ter Lucinda are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
United States Navy sailorman and
They want them because- the factor so fine that at least 78 percent of lt over Labor Day.
'Wilbur Coombs.
By Edwin Robert TVtrfc
ies here, at Lubec, Jonesport and will pass through a bronze sieve hav
play being athletl :s in the same out
A recital was given in Christian
Miss Annie Gross and brotner Le
other points giong the coast want ing 40,000 holes per square inch.
fit.
roy Gross returned Friday from Dan Science hall Thursday evening by the
them—need them, if this year's pack
From the pulverizers the cement forth where they were guests of their pupils of Miss Bernice Vinal. De
Athletics serve a two-fold purpose
INNS FOR OUTINGS
is to be at all near to normal.
goes to the storage bins to await sister, Mrs. Al-bra Mclxiughlin.
spite the inclement weather every
ln the Navy—exercise anu training
One of the methods used by the sacking.
Here again time saving
one who attended was repaid by the
Mrs. Charles Schofield and son
While visiting the Gesolel, the for the participants, and entertain
seiners to get around the law which methods and machinery have been
following pleasing and well rendered
Arthur
Frederickfl
arrived
Saturday
great Physical Culture Exhibition at ment for the admiral, captain, ofprohibits them taking fish in certain adopted.
Even the sacks are tied
program:
waters, is to locate a point on the before filling.
The sacks are filled and are guests of her parents, Mr. Duet- -From Riggoletto ........................... Verdi Dusseldorf. last summer. I came Into ' fleers, crew and the ship’s cook.
Intimate touch with some of the
Navy athletics is computable to
Agnus Smalley. Bemlce Vinal
coast which may .be considered as through the bottom by means of a and Mrs. A. U. Patterson.
Mrs. Joseph Morton and children Pierrot—French Folk Tune ................................ men who are fostering (he splendid college athletics.
Competition be
good sardine water, yet is inside the flap valve which cltses when the sack
Sing a Song of ttlspence .................................... Jugendherbergen movement.
This
tween ships, divisions, squadrons and
For the are spending a few days in Rockland. Tlie Vicar of Bray -Old English Tune............
line over which seiners are supposed Is placed right side up.
movement
originated
before
tlie
war
fleets Is no less keen than between
Drnest Smith of Boston, formerly All the Birds Have Come Again—German
to go. They go in, drive a row of convenience of the user each sack
Folk Tune .......................................................... through the outdoor life Ideals of a colleges. And a ship, station, division,
slakes around the. water and then, contains 84 pounds of cement, or one of this town, is the guest of^ his
Frank Peterson
teacher of Altena, one Richard Scher- or squadron that boasts of a strong
sister, Mrs. Guy Peasley.
when the fish fill the basin, slip in cubic foot.
Folk Song
............................................. Porter
There Is a touch of mystery about
A rehearsal of Lancs orchestra was Lento .......................................................... Porter mann, who used to take his children team Is no less enthusiastic and
with their seine boats, run their
............................... Crosby on walking tours, but who met diffi proud than a school or college with
twine—seine—around
the
school, the modern cement plant since so held Sunday evening at the home of The Kewpies’Brigade
Walter Smith
culties ln securing them lodgings for a formidable team.
from stake to stake, thereby making much of the hard labor Is performed L. W. Lane.
Duet -The Alpine Violet ............................ Audre the night.
Hotels seldom wanted
Football, baseball, pulling races,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Colson ar
Mary Neilson. Ruth Bowman
a technical weir and so getting by time and labor saving machinery.'
such guests, so they slept ln school boxing, wrestling, swimming, basket
From the moment the material is rived Friday from North Jay and are,
’ Greet,ng ................................
around the law.
rooms. Today all over Germany, ball, and track are the principal di
• • . .
dumped Into the crusher until lt is visiting relatives in town.
Allegro ln F ..................................... J. Hayden
hotels have been built by the young visions of athletic sports in the Navy.
There is one serious trouble with sacked, the product Is as untouched hy
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Norton and I
Ernesiine Carver
people themselves. In some cases Arrangements are always made to
"e“'er ................................. Adams
this: The law gives the weir rights hands as the bread of the modern daughter Dorothy ot Boston are J'1^.
Kern they have fitted up old disused furnish good coaches, good equip
Belt conveyors and screw guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley, I ( j>,,nv R|j„
to the owner of the shore. If the bakery.
Borch castles and ancient chateaux. ‘Over
ment, and good schedules of contests.
qwner gets after a seiner which does conveyors, the powerful rock crush
Leroy Gross left Saturday for Win-)
Clinton Smith
. McDowell 80,000 young men and women set Men who show Interest and aptitude
this It means trouble. "But," said ers, the gigantic kilns, the massive chendon. Mass., to resume teaching. To a Wild Rose ...
i Scarf Dance
............................... Chaminade forth today knowing where they will for participation are given all possi
one man talking it over, “there Isn't pulverizers, all reduce the numher
Miss Margaret Libby has returned Mazurka
...r............................ Fry singe spend the night. They can stay for
ble encouragement and time for
Only through the de to Worcester, Mass., to teach, after
much danger, for the seiner usually of workmen.
Mary Neilson
Narcissus
.................................................
Nevin 24 hours for from five to ten cents. training or practice.
makes a divvy with the owner and velopment of such labor and time spending the vacation with her .par
Usually the athletic squads have a
saving machinery could cement he ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby. Song of the Brook ............................. Warren They do their own cooking and list
that fixes things up.
Serenade .............................................. Czerskay year two million beds were in use. special mess, which affords them
Ruth Bowman
When the run of herring—sardine Portland cement making the kiln is Her sister, Miss Louise Libby accom
Beethoven The young fellows have one set of special food, served at Ihe time most
herring—is good, so that fish are economically produced.
panied her to Boston where she will Minuet in O ......................................
dormitories, the girls another. Smok convenient for them, and also gives
Mary Sorrento
(X these modern machines used in attend school.
plentiful all along the coast, when
Valse
............................................... Durand ing and liquor are forbidden. The them more opportunity for close as
without
doubt
the
most
Interesting.
Catherine
CaMerwood
the weir traps are yielding big
Mrs. Frank Haskell who has bene
movement has called all young
catcher and tlie seines are gobbling Id this fiery furnace one-third, and the guest of Eliza Patterson tbe past Waltz in A Flat Major ..................... Brahma Germany out of doors and I met the sociation and development of team
Agnes Smalley
spirit The squad of course consists
oftentimes
more,
of
the
raw
material
HP large schools the law is very
week returned home Saturday.
Duet—The Robins' Return ................... Fisher parties from the Bavarian mountains
A mod
of men of various vocations
Mary Neilson, Ruth Bowman
much respected. There is no neces passes off as useless gas.
Miss Kinney of the Children’s
to
Prussia,
from
the
Rhine
to
the
The high standards of athletics and
sity of running chances. This year ern rotary kiln will burn a ton of Home at Augusta has been in town
east.
sportsmanship In our Navy of today
it is diffVrent: there are very few coal every fifteen minutes, an aver the past week.
SOUTH
IS
TURNING
age of 100 to 165 pounds of coal per
does much to make Ihe dally lives of
herring, almost none.
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained the
BORN
The
the men more Interesting.
Some idea of how small the run of barrel of cement produced.
O'Bilen—Rockland. Sept. 3. lo Mr. and
following
guests
at
her
home
Friday
cement kiln is the largest piece of
Says National Committee Mrs. Karl O’Brien, a daughter.
fish has been this year is to be- had
evening
at
uspper
and
bridge:
Mrs.
by this statement of the captain of revolving machinery used ln any in J. P. Moo-re, Mrs. F. K. Coombs, Mrs.
man Bean—Not Favorable
MARRIED
R. W. BUZZELL CO.
one boat collecting herring from the dustry.
Another machine of great Impor George Webster and Mrs. William
Phillips Butler Dover-Foxcroft. Sept- 3,
weirs for a local plant; “I visited 11
To AI. Smith.
Charles C. Phillips «f Rockland and Miss
tance in cement manufacture is the Lawry.
weirs one day last week and did not
Evelyn Boiler of Dove'-Foxcroft.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith will
tube mill in which the clinker is pul
Porter Fish—Rockport. Sept *. hy Rev
get a fish from them. Not a weir had
George AV. Bean, Republican Na .1 L. Wilson, Carlton H Porter of Rockland
verized. This mill contains a charge leave Thursday for St. Petersburg,
taken a herring that day.”
of steel balls which- may weigh as Fla., making the trip by auto. Their tional Committeeman from Florida, and Eva B. Fish of Rockport.
THE BEST LINES OF
That means a serious situation In
njuch as a steel freight car.
As the sister, Mrs. Andrew Harkness, will •said in New York Saturday that 1824
the Maine sardine b usiness. Only a
DIED
accompany them as far as Worces
BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
large run—almost an unusually large tube mill rotates the steel balls fall ter, Mass. While in town they were marked tbe end of delegate-hording
Rrtblnaon—INiohlng. Sept. 5, Annie E Rob
back upon the clinker, pulverizing it
inson,
aged
82
years.
Funeral Thursday at
one—of fish during the remaining
from
Southern
States,
and
fie
pre

guests
of
their
father,
Frank
Osgood.
so finely that It is soft to the touch.
2 o’clock.
.
three months of the parking season
ROCKPORT, MAINE
Mrs. Max Conary entertained the dieted there would be none of it in
Hawken—Iron Mountain. Mich.. Sept 3.
Power requirements of the cement
can bring tha pack up to any sem
Thomas Hawken of Austin. Texas, formerly of
Pals
Friday
night.
»
tlie 1828 convention. He referred to Rockland, aged about 7: years.
Industry afford a good indication of
107-109
blance of normal. There is always the complex nature of its manufac
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd and son Genold tile old practice of certain interests
the possibility of a big run in Sep turing operations. In power installed, returned Saturday from Boston and or office seekers offering prospective
tember, usually starting about the the cement industry ranks tenth Portland.
delegates substantial rewards to
middle of the month, but there is no among all manufacturing industries.
-Mrs. Raymond Smith who has been pledge themselves In advance of the
assurance that it will come this year.
Each Portland cement plant has the guest of her daughter. Mrs. War convention.
Many old time fishermen are inclined chemical and physical laboratories. ren Crowell, returned Saturday to
"The next few years will witness
to doubt it. They say that usually Tests are run .frequently throughout oston.
Southern States," said Mr. Bean at
when there is such a big September the entire process of manufacture.
Mrs. Agnos Hennigar has returned a political transformation in the
run the rest of the season has been Before shipment, a complete set of from Knox Hospital where she has tho
National
Republican
Club.
good. This is not true the present tests Is made on the finished product been receiving treatment.
"Growers of citrus fruits and vege
year.
in order to further assure the build
Mrs. Alton Lewis who has been tables in Florida this year are feeling
• • ♦ •
er that the cement meets the re tbe guest of her parents, Mr. and the damaging effects of being left
J We also have Competent Mechanics to Put Them On
There have been many days when quirements of the standard specifi Mrs. J. S. Black, left Saturday for unprotected against competition front
For You
none of the plants have started up cations of the American Society for her home in New York City.
Mexico.
Southern Republican lead
because %of lack of herring. Some Testing Materials.
Regular meeting of the Ladies of ers have taken steps to remedy this
days not a fish has been received.
situation and have asked tlie planters
the G. A. It. was held Friday.
Get Our Prices Before You Have Your Work Done.
Other days the receipts have been so
VETERAN WORKMEN
The following party picnicked at to show their interest in the Republi
All Work Guaranteed
small it was not regarded as good
can
party.
They
have
urged
Repub

Shore Acres Sept. 4: Mr. and Mrs.
/
“
business to set the factories going.
Daniel Gross, daughter Annice, Mrs. lican Senators and Representatives
Paige
Company
Takes
Great
Pride
It does not require a great knowl
Abbie Calder wood. Mr. and Mrs. Ver to impose a duty of 3 cents a pound
edge of the sardine business to un »ln Long-time Service of Its Em
non Hamlin og Pasadena, Calif., and on tomatoes shipped into the country.
ployees.
derstand that it would be a losing
Citrus fruits are in much the same
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mills.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
game to put into operation a factory
footing.
Mrs.
Lizzie
Gallon
and
daughter
BUILDING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS
which to run at normal capacity
When the three Graham Brothers
"Our
argument
Is
that
if
sugar
and
requires a supply of 200 hogsheads took over active management of the Miss Mabel Carlon who have been cotton-growing and Iron production
Thomaston, Maine
of herririg a day to handle a dozen Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company, guest of his uncle Daniel Gross left are protected In Southern States, to
107-tf
or less hogshead. Sardines so packed they found in every department vet left Monday for Brookline, Mass.
iScott Mills returned Thursday from mato-growing is entitled to similar
would cost the packer so much that erans of many years' service.
From
protection. The farmers arc looking
it would be a losing venture. Under the highest executive offices to the Portland.
Ivan Poole left Saturday for Mill to Washington for such protection.
such conditions, where- there are but staff of watchmen, the Paige rec
The feeling is so strong in Florida
a few hogshead of fish received in ords reveal an unusually small per City. Penn, to teach.
Donald Patterson left Saturday for that I expect to see the Republican-,
a day the factories have, largely, fol centage of turnover in personnel.
carry the 1st and 4th Districts. The
lowed the practice, this year, of Many of the men who played iinpor- Mesina, N. Y., where he has em 1st District includes Miami and Jack
holding them a day in the hope that tadt roles in building the first Paige ployment.
Eliza Patterson left Saturday for sonville, while the 4th Includes
at ihe expiration of that period there car 18 years ago are still with the
Tampa.
would he a sufficient supply to op company, while the rolls contain the Mass., Tuesday to teach.
"President Coolidge easily could
Llewellyn Rich who has been the
erate the plant. Some times this names of nearly 100 employes that
have been re-elected had he re
has worked out. others it has not and have been continuously with the guest of his uncle Danitl Gross left
mained in the race.
The Republi
the fish so held have been sent to company since the first six-cylinder Friday for Isle au Ilaut.
News was received recently of the cans can win with Lowden, Hoover,
Camden’s Newest and Most Delightful Tea Room
the fertilizer plants.
Paige was produced 13 years ago. death of Paul Peterson which oc Hughes or Dawes, hut the Florida
Unless there is a run of fish and
And the veteran standing of the or curred in California. Mr. Peterson delegates will not be 'sewed up' Jor
the faetories get going on full time
ganization is not limited to factory j was formerly of Vlnaihaven and is any one in advance of the conven
the business outlook for Eastport is
Fine Cuisine
Complete Menu
personnel. At many points through survived by his wife Gertrude Tol- tion."
far from cheerful during the coming
out
the
country,
the
same
distrlbu-1
man
Asked
about
Governor
Smith.
Mr.
Peterson,
twin
daughters,
winter, according to business men.
Prompt and Accurate Service
This city lives on sardines. The sar tors have handled Paige cars for Gertrude and Paula, also a sister, Bean said:
“I think he would carry ‘South Car
dine factories are to Eastport what more than 10 years. "We count the Mrs. Severan Nelson of this town.
fact that Paige has been building
Miss Lucille Davis, who has been olina, Georgia and Iamisiana, hilt on
the cotton mills are to Lewiston.
Reservations Made in Advance
A big run of fish In the next three good automobiles for eighteen years the guest of relative^ in Lewiston re account of the religious issue there
would
be
a
question
about
Alabama,
as
one
of
the
greatest
Paige
assets,
”
turned Saturday.
months, necessitating a lot of over
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ewell 're Florida. Arkansas, 'Mississippi, Ken
time work in the factories would said Robert C. Graham, vice-presi
dent
of
the
company.
"Veteran
turned Saturday from a motor trip tucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Ok
help greatly though It would not
CAMPERDOWN ELMS
lahoma.”
craftsmen who have heen building through Maine.
bring the situation up to normal.
Paige six-cylinder motors for a de
Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Davis and
33 Union St., Camden
Phone Camden 133
Nothing makes a bride co angry
Rich men have their country cade are building better motors to child of Lewiston are guests of his
as
to
be
told
that
she
might
have
places, but poor men must be satis day because of their accumulated ' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Davis,
experience,”—adv.
I Mrs. Arthur Huid and son Robert done better.
fied with farms.

- Opens

Off For School Fully Equipped

September 14

Give the Children a Chance

Don’t send your girl or boy to school next Monday without some
new clothes to help his changed environment. Whether you buy
it ready made or buy the material and make it we feel we can
give you the quality you want at the price yon want to pay.

Rooms open for enrollment Sept. 6.

Everett Benner has moved from
Donohue Court to Thomaston. x

Black & Gay expect to complete
packing blueberries the last of this
week.

Page Three

For information, address:

LENA K. SARGENT
3 Lindsey Street, Rockland

79c

$2.98 and up

$1.00 and up

Obadiah Gardner has been drawn
for Jury service in the U. 4S. District
Court, Portland. The session con
venes Sept. 27.
Wlllihm Flanagan, who has been
home on a fortnight's vacation, has
returned to his duties with the Tele
phone Company in Portland.

Wlllilam Babcock of Boston, who has
a summer home at Glencove, was
made happy Sunday by the return of
his stolen auto, which was found at
the Southend.
The bear which .has entertained
so many callers at Sea View Garage
has departed this life. Bruin was a
source of endless fascination for the
kids—and adults, as welt.
A •our party crash at Rockport
last night Including three automo
biles and an electric car caused
much excitement but little damage
and no Injuries.

At 2.30 yesterday morning, when
Walter Kangerson of Wildcat left
the Oakland Park dance hall he
found that somebody had eloped with
his automobile. The sheriff's depart
ment was notified and one hour later
the stolen car was located at the cor
ner of Park and Union streets.

Aurora Ixrdge, F. & A. M., will hold
Its regular communication Wednes
day night, with work on five candi
dates on the Entered Apprentice de
gree. it is requested that the fall
campaign start with a snap. Hockland Lodge, F. & A. M., has its first
Ernest Newnham, who won the
meeting of the season tonight and Maine open golf championship in
all of the officers are urged to be in Bangor last week, and who has just
attendance.
completed his fourth season as golf
"pro” at the Samoset, has left for
Thomas Hawken, formerly general Florida, whet's he will spend the win
manager of the Rockland. Thomas ter with Mrs. Newnham.
James
ton * Camden Street Railway, and Flanagan has been his understu’y
until the present year a resident of this season, with % View to making
this city, died Saturday frrirfit In golf a profession.
Iron Mountain, Mich., following a
visit with relatives in Minneapolis.
"Two-Steps-In” at Ingraham Hill
The funeral services and burial will closed last week, considerably earlier
be in Salem, Mass., where the re than planned, due to the fact that
mains of his wife lie.
the proprietor, Mrs. Frank Campbell,
was obliged to undergo a hospital
A small crew and bad head and operation, and her sister, Mrs. Eliot
cross winds kept the Rockland Vet Duncan. Who has been assisting her,
eran Firemen's Association from was obliged to return to Massachu
making much of a showing with the setts. Mrs. Campbell is well pleased
handtub Albert R. Havener at Tops With the success of her first season,
ham yesterday. First prize In the and plans to enlarge the establish
first class went to the Sagadahoc of ment before another summer.
Bath on 167 feet. 834 inches, and sec
ond prize went to the Niagara of
William McLain, who was In the
Brunswick on 156 feet, 3% inches. city over Sunday, has been so suc
The R. H. Counce of Thomaston was cessful In the handling of Stutz cars
again the confectionery kid,, win that he has lately been promoted to
ning first prize in the second class, the position of Boston sales manager
with 154 feet. 3% inches. The An for the Stutz Motor Car Co. In a
droscoggin of Topsham won second recent salesmanship contest for the
money on 146 feet, 5% Inches.
whole of the United States, in which
3000 participated. Mr. McLain ranked
Wilson B. Keene. Jr., and his sister fifth among the 12 who qualified.
Jeannette have returned from Lucia He is now tied for sixth position In
Beach to the home of their grand a contest which has an automobile
father, Harrv.O. Ourdy, with a new among the valuable prizes.
pet in the form of a graceful brown
sand snake about eight inches long.
J. HENRY STOVER
She was given a fitting home and
rewarded her hosts in a few days
In the death of J. Henry Stover,
with a family of five little ones. briefly announced in Saturday's Is
This caused considerable Interest on sue Rockland loses a citizen who
Masonic street and the proud mother had long been Identified witlh Its
and her family had many callers business affairs. He retired from
But as this paper goes to press Word active affairs last May, on account
is received that three of the babies'of falling health, but though his dedid not survive and the sinuous | eline had been rapid since that time
mother appears to have deserted the he refused to yield, «nd was up and
and around the house until the day
other two.
of his death.
The deceased was a native of this
A warranty deed, 114 years old,
and a quitclaim deed a century old, city, born Aug. 22, 1857. His par
were registered for the first time at ents’ were Alexander and Elthea
the Knox County Registry of Deeds. (Skinner) Stover. After completing
Friday. The deeds have heen lost for !lls
ln Jh_'..?Ub]lc„scbo,,l„s
a great many years and were found he entered the employ of Spear &
May,
where
he
remained as clerk
in a piece of antique furniture sold
until he Was admitted to partner
by a local dealer. Alan L. Bird, a
ship, the firm style then becoming
local attorney, who has been hunt Hpear. May & Stover. When this
ing for these dpeds for the last three concern dissolved partnership Mr.
months, was notified and he had*
Stover joined the staff of the John
them filed by his assistant, Alfred g|r|, Company, and established a de
Strout. Property in Camden sold by partment devoted to dry goods and
Ephraim Gay to Daniel Packard was Wholesale men's furnishings. A few
described in the aged manuscripts years later he became salesman for
which were in fine condition and Parker-Thomas Co. of Portland,
written entirely in Ink. The deal which position he held until about
was put through ln Camden which 12 years ago when he Joined the
was In Lincoln County In the State office staff of the wholesale grain
of Massachusetts at that time.
concern of H. H. Stover & Co., the
head of which was his nephew, H.
H. Stover.
PARK AND EMPIRE
He was widely known in Maine,
•
___u
and known also for his square deal
"Fireman, Save My Child" with ings and a particularly courteous
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton disposition.
Kindness to children
close at the Park tonight. The Wed was one of his pronounced traits,
nesday and Thursday feature Is and many of them, now adults, will
"Swim, Girl, Swim" with Bebe cherish his memory. To them he
Daniels and Gertrude Erdelle.
was known as "Uncle Henry."
The Empire's bill today Is "White
Mr. Stover is survived by his wife,
Pants Willie.” The hig Wednesday- (Medora Kenniston) to whom lie
Thursday feature Is “Paying the was married 46 years ago; and one
Price” with an additional feature brother, Alden A. Stover.
"Thumbs Down,” two great pictures.
The Navy Department expects to
—adv.
_
,
--------------------/• broadcast n idaily weather report,
Girls' raincoats, sizes 6 to 14 years; for aviators each morning on the- Pa
colors, green, rose and blue. Spe cific Coast as soon as funds are
cial 31.85. Rubber hats to match, available. This Is one of tire aids
35c.
Twenty coats ln the lot. radio is lending to commercial and
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Bargain Base government flying.
ment.
'
106-107 .
An oyster containing a $500 pearl
The country’s entire electric light ' was fished up from a Scottish river
bill for homes last year was only by ai girl golfer who was searching
two-thirds the size of the nation’s fdr a ball that had fallen Into the
clgarot bill,
I water.

$1.00

$1.00 and $1.50

$2.98

R

LUMBER

GENASCO ASPHALT SHINGLES
$6.00 Per Square

W. J. ROBERTSON

CAMPERDOWN ELMS

AN ELECTRIC FARM

Breakfasts
That
"Stand By’
You

Every-Other-Day
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FARMING HINTS

Central Maine Has Done a As Furnished By the U. S.
Department of Agricul
Great Stunt In Way of
ture.
Rural Service.

HOW MRS. WEAVER
WAS HELPED
By Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s

FAULTY TEXTBOOKS

Correct Story of World War
Not Being Taught In the
Schools.

DON’T BE A VICTIM TO
“HAY FEVER” THIS SEASON

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
8UMMEH AKBANGBMENT
IN EFFBCT AUG. 15. 1927
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally, exaept
Sunday, a! 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
riving at Rockland 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning, lenves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50 A. M.
Leaves
Rockland (Tillson Wharf) at *3.15
P. M. for North Haven and Vinalhaven.
’Saturdays only, leaves Tillson Wharf 3.00
P. M.; Maine Central Wharf 3.15 P. M.
STONINOTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaven Swan's Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M, Stonington at 6.30,
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40; dut
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.

Until the war department pub
Cottonseed meal should not be fed
The electrification of the poultry
Dr. M. Hermanee’s Asthma & Hay ing the Nervous System to a normal
Vegetable Compound
lishes a history of the American par Fever Medicine should be started condition.
farm of Charles C. Clement and Son to young calves.
of West Winterport, the first of a
This medicine is1 fine for children,
ticipation in the World War there four to six weeks before Hay Fever
As Mrs. Weaver herself says, “I
series of Maine farms to be remod
as there are no habit forming drugs.
Don’t feed your cows ear corn.
npver will be an accurate record for period to get best results.
was
never
very
strong.
”
This
is
a
elled
into
modem
electrically Grind it either with or without the
Hospital size bottle, full month’s
Dr. M. Hermanee’s Asthma & Hay
mild statement historians to be guided by and there
equipped farms for demonstration cob. They fail to digest about 20 per
Fever Medicine js the Remedy for treatment, price $5.00.
describing
her
will forever lie errors, both large and
purposes, is nearly completed and it cent of the corn when fed whole.
Sold by Charles W, Sheldon, Drug
condition, for.ac- small, in the school textbooks from Hay Fever and overcomes the disease
is planned to open it to the public
by purifying the blood, building up gist.—adv.
....
cording
to
her
wlilch the coming generation will
on Aug. 4 in connection with the
101TU107
letters, she was receive its knowledge of the great thp general constitution and restor
Washing egg3 reduces their keep
Waldo County Farm Bureau Inspec
Quaker Oats Supplies
subjected
to
no
tion Tour.
ing quality and results in losses, es- |
onflict.
small amount of
Vigor to Speed up
This is the opinion of observers of
This work of farm e’ectrification Is pecially if they are to be placed in
ill
health.
For

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
he recent criticisms lodged against
being done in conjunction with the storage All very small, very large, or
Your Mornings
tunately,
her
sis

Eastern Standard Time
school books in use in Washington.
College of Agriculture. U. of M„ and very dirty eggs should be used at
Trains Leave Rockland for
ter was familiar I). C„ by Col. Thomas Dickson, U. S.
the Rural Service department of the home of sold to local consumers and
Augusta, 19 40 a. m., fl-lOp. m., 15.40p. m.
with Lydia E.
Bangor, f9 40a. m , |1.10p. ra., |5.40p. m.
Central Maine Power Company. It not included with those shipped to
Pinkham’s Veg V. retired, former A. E. F. chaplain,
ourishing breakfasts of weii- Is
Boston, tti.50 a. in , |9.40 a. m., f 1.10 p. m.,
proposed to show the various ways market.
15.40 p. m.
etable Compound vho. after pointing out alleged gross
balanced food are ■ now being in which electric current can be
mis-statements
in
the
books,
offers
Brunswick, |6.50a. m., 9.40 a. m., fLlOp. m.,
•
•
•
•
IO
b
and begged Mrs.
widely urged by authorities as an
|5.40 p. m.
used in carrying on the work of the
corrections
himself
relates
the
important aid to business success of farm and the farm household. The
Lewiston, |6.50 a. m., fl.10 p. m.
The United States Department of Weaver to try it. "After three or Washington Star.
New York, jl.10 p. ni., J*5.40 p.m.
IS
adults, and physical and mental de College is to keep accurate records Agriculture always advocates the use four weeks,” writes Mrs. Weaver, “I
While Col .Dickson states what lie
Philadelphia, C*5.40p. in.
felt a great difference in myself. I
velopment of school children.
Portland, tO.50 a. m., |9.40 a. m., 11.10 p. m.,
of this work, which, it is believed, of both purebred sires and dams in would go to bed and sleep sound, I believes to be the “true" facts, nev15.40 p. m.
Some 70% of the day’s important will furnish valuable information raising hogs for market. While a and although I could not do very I itheless In many Instances dual inXlb
Washington, C*5.40p. m.
work in the business world, it is now to farmers as to the manner in good purebred sow will cost more
Waterville, f9.40a. m., tl.10p.m., j5.40p.m.
much work. I seemed stronger. I tet pretations can safely be placed
known, falls into the four morning which electricity can profitably be than a scrub or grade, experience has kept on taking it and now I am well ui tlie meaning of “success" or "fail
Woolwich, t6 50 a. m., |9.40 a. m., fl.lOp. m.,
Zl
|22
t5~ 19
15.40 p. m.
hours, 80% of the important school used on the farm.
| shown there is a distinct saving of and strong, do my work and take ure” of a certui.i drive.
For ex
-J
t Daily, except Sunday, t Daily, except Saturday.
work, in thousands of schools and
According to a statement from a feed In fattening purebreds as coni- care of three children. I sure do tell ample; One history states that the
* Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
25
l«o
26
colleges recently investigated, in member of thp joint committee ap- iared to grades.
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
my friends about your wonderful first Ge: man offensive of 1918 was
C
Daily, except Sat. to July 4, inc. and Aug. 23 to
cluding Princeton, Harvard, most pointei by tire College and the pow
medicine, and 1 will answer any let
failure" while Col. Dickson deSept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun , July 7 to
state universities and public schools, er company, it is planned later to se
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.
lore', after quoting Gen. Pershing’s
Fur farming, or tne raising of fur ters from women asking about the
falls in the same period.
lect and electrify other farms in dif
Vegetable
Compound.
”
—
M
rs. Law official report that it was not.
animals in captivity, has steadily de
To be right mornings, you must ferent sections of the state. This
Wliile the historian did not give
veloped until the 'nvestment in the rence Weaver, East Smithfield St.,
cat right food; meaning rightly bal will afford Maine farmers an oppor
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
liis leason for saying the drive was
business in the United States and
anced, complete food.
tunity to keep up with what pro Alaska is about $30,000,000, and in
If you knew that thousands of
IT
“failure,” it is a commonly known
DON’T ASK US
Thus Quaker Oats — excellently gressive- farmers in other states are Canada about $11,000,000. There are women suffering front troubles simi fact now that the Germans desired
balanced in protein, carbohydrates, doing in connection with the present more than 4.000 fur farmers in these lar to those you are enduring had io drive to the channel, split the
TTSASK ANYONE !
minerals, vitamine “B” and the bulk day trend toward complete electrifi countries most of them raising silver improved their health by taking French and British forces, keep the
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com French on the left flank and wipe
that makes laxatives seldom needed cation of the farm.
blue foxes. Fur farming is also
M2 Mi
H7
pound, wouldn’t you think it was >ut tlie British on the north of
M9
The Clement farm is a private
—is the world's dietetic urge. Savory,
being undertaken in European coun
worth a trial?
delicious food that "stands by” you farm but has been selected for this tries and in Japan, where it is hav
Fiance.
But the Germans got only
50
through the morning. No other cereal demonstration due to its location ing a steady growth.
us far as Amiens which, though a
compares. Always remember that. and facilities for ready adaptability
• • • *
dg advance to tnem was a total
Doughnuts Are Best
for
experimental
work
of
this
na

Get Quick Quaker—which cooks
failure’’ while from the allies' stand
I5T
5M
About three days before farrowing
WORTH KNOWING
ture.
point it was a success, as ground had
in 2% to S minutes — or regular
This farm is well known as one of the sow should be confined to the
Quaker Oats today at your grocer.
ieen gained and captures had been
the large poultry raising farms of the pen or house she will occupy during Some Pointers Which Are of made.
TRAINER’S
State. During the soison 1927, over the farrowing period. Thoroughly
There is now at work in tlie Army
Value To Every House Wlar
25.000 chicks were raised. Ordinar clean the pen, which should be about
Foot of Spring St.
Rockland
College a little group of officers
by 7 feet in size, atid see that it is
ily 2.000 laying hens are kept dur
a ho are compiling data from which
80-tf
wife.
ing the season. At the present time dry, well ventilated, and provided
5T
W
at some yet unknown date, a true
ith a gua d rail made by placing
two standard types of incubators,
Mint jelly may be made by flavor- |lllstory
lhe conflict may be wrltby 4 inch pieces around the inside
THE CHAIN STORES
one heated by coal and one by fuel
ten.
Every positive statement made
OthC INTERNATIONAL SVMOICATt.
with electrically operated circulating of the pen about 10 inches from the ing gelatin with mint.
n that history will be supported by
floor and from 4 to 6 inches from the
Tremendous Growth In Eight fans are in use but these will be aug sides. This will often prevent the
To make mint sauce for lamb,
HORIZONTAL
(Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
field order, a communique, or a
mented by a 12,000 egg capacity in
55-Largo snake
chop
>.
cup
of
mint
leaves
very
fine,
21A river and firth,
statement
of
some
sort,
issued
at
tlie
1-Sumptuoua
rep
(its
sow
from
crushing
a
pig
when
she
Years Reads Like Fiction. cubator of the most modem type lies down. Remove all bedding,
68-Fusa
8. E. Scotland
8-Puro In style
put them into % CUp of vinegar with time, together with a comparison of
heated by electricity.
Electrically
58- Obstinate
11- Rlght (abbr.)
22- The least bit
weep the floor and sides, »nd wash 1 tablespoon of sugar, and let stand reports from the "enemy” that em
Approximately 100.000 retail stores driven fans will keep the air in circu
59- Moderately heated
12-To consume
ulated at the time of the operation.
24-Twlce
,th scalding water and lye. When
lation at all times. All of the poul
an hour before serving.
of ail kinds in the United States to
61-A date In old
13- A sense organ
Patriotic phases and flag waving will
26-A time-period
try houses are electrically lighted dry, bed the pen with good, clean,
Rice
and
potatoes
are
not
exactly
Roman calendar
14- Upon
28- Dlzzlnest
be lacking; it will call a spade a spade
day are operating as units of 10,000 according to the latest approved dry bedding, such as wheat or rye
.• came ta food value, althoutl I^d'wlU
Mt tartiu'ta Sta thS ON
63-lnterJection.
15- A festivity
29- A perfect work of
traw, short or chopped ’ hay, and
chain stores organizations, which methods.
both are rich in starch. Potatoes'
art
•
Questioning
16- Sketched
In addition to this equipment there shredded corn fodder. Do not use contain some minerals and vitamins more than one occasion the American
have doubled the volume of their
65- Obscure
18-Wheeled vehicle
31-An ancient country,
will be a five horsepower portable oat straw, as it retains moisture and in addition to starch. Milled rice is troops were not victorious, no mat
business within the past eight years.
66- Small rowboat
20-Llzard
8. W. Asia Minor
ter in how minor an engagement.
motor for general use including saw becomes foul too easily.
entirely lacking in these. However,
Three Crow Pure Cream Tarter
....
67- A country of Europe 33-Circumference of
22-To crush
This is the calculation of Eari Cha ing wood, elevating, grinding and
The chips will fail where they may,
when plenty of fruit and vegetables
(abbr.)
23-Japanese sash
anything
The poultry industry of the United
pin May in a survey based on figures mixing feed. Incidentally 100 tons
is made from Grapes.
are used in the daily meals, using but an accurate history will be avail
25-Sour
68- To lay waste as by 35- A head covering
States is a billion dollar industry.
from the Department of Commerce of feed are used annually to main
rice instead of potatoes makes little able and will be climaxed with the
pillage
27-To
look
Ilka
36A
Portuguese
coin
In
fact,
according
to
Roy
C.
Potts,
cold, but positive documentary eviand other sources, and published in tain the Clement farm. Electric wa
difference in nutrition.
69-A native of Troy
29-Broad smile
38-Enemy
ter heaters of the immersion type chief poultry marketing specialist of
To cook tougher cuts of meat, lcnce that the wir was won by the
the Shrine magazine for August.
80-Tall ehrub
40- To disseminate
Agriculture,
it
has
passed
well
beRanging in size from groups num are being installed for use during
either tlie meat may be finely ground, lilies, that America contributed an
VERTICAL
82-Stlll
41-Outlet of a volcano
ond that value anil has become one
overwhelming
amount
of
force
to
cold
weather.
cutting through the connective tis
bering a half dozen stores to one
1- Brawl
83- Web-footed bird
42- A ecu 11
of the leading agricultural Industries
bring
about
the
victory.
An
important
feature
of
the
Cle

sue which causes tlie comparative
nationwide retail grocery organiza
2- And (Latin)
(Pl.)
43- Bird’e first stomach
of the country. Chicken egg produc
Then there will disappear from all
toughness, or the meat may be sim
tion with 15.000 units, the chains to ment poultry farm is its freedom
3- Swell of the ocean 44- lnterJectlen
84- Bah
tion on farms is In the neighborhood mered slowly for a long time, to textbooks in the future such state
from
white
diarrhea
or
bone
diseas

day have secured 75 percent of the
4- Narratlve
Si-Edge
45- Tlme-period
of 2,000,000,000 dozen annually with soften and gelatinize the connective ments in one book that Pershing and
shoe business, 12 percent of the gro es. To maintain this condition, ac
6-Pole for a flag
37-Rattleenake
47-Conlueing situation
value of $600,000,000 or more, while tissue, as in cooking stew or 'pot American troops arrived in France in
cording
to
the
latest
scientific
dis

cery business, 25 percent of the drug
6- A tree
88- Sultable
48- Rather than
the number of poultry raised each roast. The same principle applies May, 1917; in another that he landed
business, and from 10 to 15 percent coveries, there will be installed ul
7- lnjury
89— Poseessive
49- To come back
year is approaching three-quarters whether the mt«t is boiled, stewed, late in June.” in another that by
tra
violet
rays
equipment
for
treat

of all retail trade, it is estimated.
8- Exlst
pronoun
61-A river, N. W.
of a billion with an approximate braised or smothered.
ment
of
bone
diseases.
Water
for
July
4,
“
a
battalion
of
American
Tracing the history of the chain
41-A beverage
9- Toward
France
alue
of
$500,000,000.
Thus
production
the
entire
farm
will
be
pumped
by
oldiers
were
in
Paris
ready
to
march
Spider corn bread is so-called be
store business, the writer finds that
10- Any powerful
44-Eon
We have spared no ex
62- Decree
operated
electric and value figures include farm pro cause it is baked in a heavy iron to the front.”
while the chains have become busi automatically
mechanism
55-A kind of ship
46-Great Greek poet
duction
only
and
do
not
embrace
the
pence
in providing a reliable,
pumps.
Col.
Dickson
criticizes
these
con

spider or skillet instead of in an or
ness factors of national Importance
15-Stern and
67-Scent
60- Of Infrequent
l'.lage and city production, which if dinary baking pan. Custard corn flicting statements and declares the
In its search for freedom from
comfortable
ambulance for
only within the past generation,
forbidding
60-Glrl’e name
occurrence
they really had their beginning 68 , farm drudgery and at
, , the same time its extent were known, would un cake and spoon bread are variations official report shows that Gen. Perthe service of our communi
17-Had on
62-Self
61- Beach
years ago when George H. Hartford 'with,an eye toward increased pro- doubtedly swell the totals consid in the proportion of the different in- | shing with a small staff reached
64-lnterJectlon
19-Comblnlng form.
63-Existed
ty. Our invalid car repregredients. resulting in breads of dif- | Paris June 13, 1917, and was followed
opened in New Tork the little cash- fits for the farm, the committee in erably.
• • « •
Needle
67-A musical note
54-A constellation
and-carry store that became the char*c of thls ’ork has also extend
ferent consistency, all of which are I a short time later by troops.
He ataents the very latest advanc
Grass, some variety of which can soft enough to be served with a | tacks the histories for their non
fore unner of the 15,000 “A. & P." ed its research work to the farm
es in the construction of thia
home. Here in the Clement home- be produced on mrst every farm, is spoon and eaten with forks.
| conformity to a date that is a matter
Solution to Previous Puzzle
groceries in the country today.
kind of vehiclea.
stead will be found practically every the cheapest feed for hogs, accordStrong alkalis, dissolve both wool | of public record without much diffi- SOME GAME “F1GGERS”
‘Thirty-two years ago a young
electrical home appliance from the
g to E. Z. Russell, swine specialist nd silk and even washing soda or I culty.
man named Woolwortli made the
1 << E
J !a!3 !BIE R
Reapontible drivers an
popular electric Iron to the more re of the Bureau of Animal Industry, strongly alkaline MNP often serious- I
Picks Faulty Passages
first successful experiment with a
LiEfcr A R T
cently perfected means of electrical United States Department of Agri ly injures these fibers. The only | Another passage he finds fault with Showing What a Busy Place
swer all calls, and the earns
A N A K
“five-and-ten-cent” store at Lancas
refrigeration. All cooking, sweeping, culture. Alfalfa is the best hog past- alkalis that should be used in laun
g"
careful, courteous service is
B 1 T
c yj B
ter, Pa. He says, "Last year the F.
Maine Woods Was the
ironing, heating of water, and in fact
and red clover a close second, dering or removing stains from wool is this: "In July the Germans struck
W. Woolworth Company netted more every modern convenience that the
given to everybody without
P
A.
1
u
G
D
E
0
a
terrific
blow
at
Chateau-Thierry
C
while all clovers are good. Some and silk are the milder ones like
than 520,000,000 from gToss sales re
Past Year.
the
slightest
distinction.
A P P E N D
city home now enjoys will be car farmers piobably cannot arrange borax or dilute solutions of ammon Without waiting for artillery'. Per
R A 1 0 C R
cord'd by nearly 1,500 stores.
ried to the farmr
permanent pastures, but many dif ia. With the exception of nitric shing struck, and in six hours had
Just give ue a ring—we'll do
R o A S T
0 R E 5 S
“Twenty-seven years ago a man
captured as much ground as the Ger
Figures given out at the depart
The Waldo County farm bureau
the rest.
jiamed Whelan in Syracuse decided will make the Clement farm one of ferent temporary pastures may be acid, dilute acids do not attack wool mans had spent six days in getting ment of inland fisheries anA game
P S
O N
to give away a ‘thank you' with ev- its principal points of interest when provided; rye, rape, soybeans, cow and silk readily. Bleaching agents possession of. The Americans were
H
E
R
S
E
A
M
T
H
o
eiy five-cent cigar. It was he who |{ it begins its inspection tour of Wal peas and cats are all good. When containing chlorine are very de advancing with g.eat rapidity. The say that reports receded from 1,917
c O R N E R P A sjs E
A. D. DAVIS & SON
evolved a plan for locatinj other I do County farms in August, and will hogs are on pastures practically all structive to both wool and silk and Germans were dumbfounded.
They of the licensed guides show during
R R
A D
cigar stores close to the greatest 1 hold an important session of its the manure is saved, whereas when should not be used. The use of very did not have time to remove their the past year they served 66,668%
D E B A R
hey are in dry lot some is unavoid hot water should also be avoided.
THOMASTON, ME.
numbers of passers-by. The United !; meeting on August 4 at this farm.
1 N T
1 R E
D L 1
days, during the time guiding 3,765
Excessive rubbing felts wool and supplies.”
Cigar Stores of 1926 took in nearly .I Some idea of the progress Maine ably wasted.
V
* * • •
Col.
Dickson
says
he
fails
to
“
iden

residents
artd
8.985
non-residents.
Phone
—
192 Office, and 143 House
B E E
G O A
M E E T
hrinks it, while silk fabrics are
$90,000,000.
! is making toward electrification of
Many varieties of wheat well likely to be torn. The removal of tify this incident which would be a 3,552 of these being hunters.
E T N E A N
R
N
P
E
A
Y
Vs farms is obtained from a recent
88-tf
local engagement, in the text of the
The guides report that the parties
9TH< WTIMATINUL «V««CaTS.
ago J. C. Penney decided dry goods statement made by the Central idapted to all districts in this coun stains from wool and silk must be
final official report."
War depart they have guided Killed 1,787 deer
try
where
flag
smut
is
now
known
lone
with
great
care.
could be sold through chain store} Maine Power Companw that dur
ment, records show, however, that and 125 bear. The deer were killed
in the smaller cities of the middle ing 1926 alone this company built have been found immune or highly
Gen. Pershing had nothing to do with in the following counties: Aroostook, shields, 18; white porcupihe, one;
OLDSMOBILES RECORD
west.
During the past year 750 1105 miles of rural lines which served esistant to that disease, says the
it, and that it was Petain, the French 339; Cumberland five; Franklin, 59; fox, 18; woodchuck, one; fox skins,
dry goods stores operated on the I approximately 800 rural homes. It United States Department of Agri
marshal, who ‘‘struck’’. Col. gick- Hancock. 121; Kennebec, two; Ox five; mink skins, four; muskrat
Penney plan did a gross business of has lately established a department culture, among such varieties being Great Sales Volume Proves Car’s
tlie China. Forward. Fulcaster (in
Popularity—Oil Filters and Steer son takes exception to another his ford. 166; Penobscot, 141; Piscata skins, two; raccoon skins, 15; guinea
$115,000,000.
A Deposit of Honor
of rural electrification with a spe
torian’s statement that the greatest quis, 352; Somerset, nine; Wlaldo. pig, one; buffalo luad, one.
ing Wheels.
"The United Drug Company sold cial agent in charge of rural work. cluding Stoner), Fulhio. Gladden.
This Company Hat Loaned
American
battle
“
was
in
the
Argonne
nine;
Washington,
150;
York
six.
Mammoth
Red,
Pennsylvania
44,
last year through its 11,000 stores This company has been cited as hat
Thouaands of Dollara
In July the sale of Oldsmobiles | forest."
The American li»e, while Seven hundred and forty-eight re
PASSING OF THE BUGGY
or agencies nearly $100,000,000 worth ing a larger percentage of rural Portage, Red Rocx, Rudy, Sheperd,
On
Character Privately
port
deer
more
plentiful
than
during
reached
the
highest
peak
of
any
July
in
Argonne
region,
extended
only
Penquite
(Velvet
Chaff),
and
other
of drugs or drug accessories. Candy, customers than any operating com
about three by five miles In the for
And the Borrower finds it Easy
the preceding year; 345 report deer The Good Old Vehicle Has Given
cloaks and plain and fancy clothes pany east of the Mississippi which winter wheats. Perhaps the greatest business in the history of the com
to pay through our weekly or
Re est, or an area about six times that less plentiful than during the pre
Place To Autos For Joy Ridee.
are retailed by chains, as are dairy reflects a progressive spirit of coop danger from the disease in this coun pany, factory officials report.
monthly plan.
jiroduets, flowers, fruits, hardware, eration among the agricultural and try in the future lies in its possible tail sales have exceeded factory pro of Rock Creek l’aik, the retiied ceding (year; 584 report deer the
Lawful Rate of Interest under
spread to the Pacific Coast States, duction, and the same condition is chaplain says, adding “this area was same as the preceding year; 165 re
hats and hosiery. Hotels, theatres power interests of this State.
Tlie old top buggy In which the
where the climatic conditions are existing this month, indicating that taken by Liberty and Keystone di port partridge more plentiful than
Supervision of State Banking
and restaurants are being run in
boys
on
the
farm
once
took
their
during the preceding year: 1,336 re
similar to those in Australia, and all previous August records will be visions in two days.”
Department
chains. Hardly a month goes by
THE HANDY CHEVROLET
Col. Dickson says the following port partridges less plentiful than “best girls" to the barn dance or for
where wheats susceptible to flag broken as well.
This remarkable
without some new commodity being
Confidential
Loan Co.
conflicting
statements,
regarding
the
the
Sunday
evening
ride
is
falling
during the preceding year; 675 re
summer business is causing Oidsmoso standardized and merchandized.” Detroit Firm Has Twenty In Ser smut are grown.
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
arrival of Gen . Pershing and Ameri port moose more plentiful than dur apart in the weather out behind the
bile
officials
to
use
every
effort
to
The latest manifestation of the
'vice As Refrigerator Cars.
Two Offices Two
WHAT DO WE HERE?
speed up tlie $3,000,000 expansion can troops in Fiance, are contained ing the preceding year; and 386 re cow shed, and carriage makers are
chain store era, and one which the
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
Refrigerator automobiles, capable
port moose the same as the preced
program, announced two weeks ago, in Washington’s school histories:
investigator finds is gaining wide
producing few to take its place.
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
“Historians Beard and Bagley ing year.
which will enable production sched
popularity is the organization of co of maintaining a constant tempera If National Prohibition Does N
TEL. 190
*
Census bureau figures show ’that
Begin at Top? Asks W. D. U
Reports received from 77 of the
ules to he increased.
In fact it is state:
operative buying groups by indepen ture of nearly zero, donate a new ad
'In May, 1917, the tramp of Ameri licensed camp proprietors show that only 8,854 buggies were manufac
(haw.
confidently expected that when the
dent merchants who, while retain vance in the adaptation of the motor
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
entertained
3,199
resident tured last year, a decrease of nearly
ing their individual identities, are car to every type and kind of trans
new buildings are completed and can soldiers was heard in France. they
The following telegram, the gist equipment installed about the first of Gen. John J. Pershing arrived with guests and 8,942 non-resident guests, 12,000 from the preceding year.
making arrangements with specified portation problem. Twenty Chevro
Dentist
wholesalers to do their buying in let chassis were recently purchased of which was carried by the Associa the year the company will start the the vanguard of a vast army that 1,120 of these being hunters. The "Back in the eighties” 8,854 buggies
Rockland
number of deer consumed in these would have been enough to supply 400 Main 8treet
large orders, so combatting the by tho Detroit branch of a national ted Press widely over the country largest production of Oldsmobiles in was to follow.’
"Historian Mace states: ’When ramps was 84 and the number of only one prosperous county. And Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
quantity buying power of the chain firm whose business is selling ice .vas sent from Rockland by Hon. its 30-year history.
cream and ice cream products on the William D. Upshaw to Dr. Mary
Cfi-e Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
store corporations.
July retail sales were 16 percent Pershing with a few officers and en deer purchased for consumption in most of the buggies made last year
But despite the inroads of the major traffic arteries in and around Harris Armour, world famous wo greater than those of the same period gineers first landed in France the these camps was 26.
were for horse show and similar
Evenings by Appointment
So far I news sPread rapidly.’
Reports received from 74 of the purposes.
chains in retail business the Shrine the city. On every chassis is mount man orator who is known as the oth
in the best previous year.
“
Historians
Thwaites
and
Kendall:
‘ Georgia Cyclone."
licensed
beaver
trappers
show
that
article does not predict the eclipse ed a sperially-constructed body
tills month the factory has been
Of course the automobile and good
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
'Hearty congratulations on your working at capacity, producing an 'The first American soldiers reached 801 beaver were taken by virtue of roads are responsible. The farmer
of the independent dealer. Rather into which the refrigerator has been
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
it sees only the unfit and Inefficient built as a unit. The refrigerator oc part in not permitting any backward average of better than 300 cars a France soon after Gen. Pershing. their licenses to trap on land opened of today goes to town In his motor
tradesman eliminated and the public cupies the upper section of the body, step by our White Ribbon comrades, day.
Osteopathic Physician
Added values are credited by They were instructed by British and to such trapping by the eommis’- truck or automobile. Horse sheds
benefited by increased efficiency and while beneath it is the cooled com i hope you will express to the con Oidsmobile officials as the reason for French veterans in all the tricks of sioner of inland fisheries and game.
and hitching rails have vanished
By Appointment Only Tel. 138
the
enemy.
’
service from both individual and partment with a capacity of 960 vention the profound and deepening the record-breaking sales.
Reports
received
from
1200
of
the
from the country churchyard, which
About
Rockland
bricks of ice cream. The tempera conviction of the man who wore June 1 new low prices, representing
"Historian McLaughlin and Van licensed hunters and trappers in the is now bordered with automobiles on 35 Limerock Street
chain stores.
Graduate of American 8chool of
While the chain stores have the ture of this compartment, according their White Badge eight years on the substantial reductions, were an- Tyne state: ‘Gen. Pershing with his organized places show that the fol Sunday. And the farmer boy. like
Osteopathy
advantage of quantity buying power, to Pat Potter, special l-epresentativi floor of Congress that they are not nounced, and this was followed two staff and a few troops were sent over lowing fur-bearing animals were his city cousin wants something
minimized overhead expenses and for the company, is maintained at only right in demanding a militant months later with the announcement as early as June, 1917.’
taken by virtue tf their licenses: faster than a horse and buggy to
“Historians Thwaites and Kendall Bear 37; fox, 2,868; mink, 1747; park in the first shadowy lane be E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
scientific standardized management, from five to ten degrees above zero plank for prohibition enforcement of smarter body lines, new colors
they also face handicaps from which to insure that the ice cream bricks 'n party platform but I feel that it and other improvements that in state: ‘On June 26, 1917, the first skunk, 4,243; otter, 288; sable or yond his sweetheart’s home.
their individual competitor is free, and "suckers" will be sufficiently would have a wholesome and far creased the beauty and performance American division landed in France.’ marten, 11; weasel, 3,240; muskrat,
Though It was but a few years ago Office Hours: 1 to t and 7 to 9 P. M.
it is pointed out. These are the hard-frozen to tempt the parched caching effect if the Convention of Oldsmobiles.
"Historian Forman states: ’Presi 27,101; raccoon, 883; bob eat or wild that driving down the boulevard in
In spite of these
Residence until 9 A. M.. and by
were
to
ask
our
President
to
appoint
motorist.
ability of the wide-awake retailer to
dent Wilson remembered the services eat, 57: fisher or bl^ck eat, two; er a rubber-tired buggy was the fav
'This refrigerator," Mr. Potter no consular or diplomatic represen added features no change was made of Lafayette and decided that Gen. mine, 10.
build a high-grade clientele of those
Appointment. Telephone 184
in
the
new
low
prices
orite
pastime
of
city
dandies
and
who are willing to pay for individual explained, “has a six-inch insulated tatives at home or abroad, and also
Reports received from 382 of the fine ladles, a horse and buggy, if It
Tests of tlie oil filter used In Olds- Pershing, with about 25,000 men,
to
request
fore*ver
nations
to
con

THOMASTON. ME.
wall
and
a
capacity
of
300
pounds
of
; attention, delivery service and credit
mobiles- provide a substantial sav should be promptly dispatched for licensed hunters ar.d trappers any were to appear on the streets of a
and the inability of the rigidly stan- ice and 75 pounds of salt. Average sider our great moral battle and ing both in engine wear and in the duty on the fighting line in France. where in the state show that the fol large city today, would arouse the
send no representatives to this pro
| dardized and centrally managed consumption of ice in 24 hours
amount of oil used. These tests dis Accordingly, by July 4 a battalion of lowing fur-bearing animals were curiosity of those who twenty years Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
stores to adapt their stocks and ser about 125 pounds. This is packed hibition country who will claim dip closed that from 7 to 10 one-hun- American soldiers were in Paris taken by virtue of their licenses: ago would have let it go by un
lomatic
immunity
for
transporting
Into
the
tank
through
an
opening
on
vices to meet local conditions in all
Osteopathic Physician
ready to march to the front.’
Bear, 130; fox, 1,623: mink. 1,571; noticed.
Except In rural sections
the roof, and is sufficient to keep the and serving liquors outlawed to (lreths percent if abrasive matter
, fields.
“Historian Gordy states: 'The first skunk, 680; otter, 169: sable or the buggy is as much a curiosity as
Graduate of American School of
ice cream appetizing in the hottest American citizens. What do we here accumulates in the oil in 500 miles
Osteopathy
driving when no filter is used and contingent of American troops, under marten. 46; weasel, 6,300; raccoon, the automobile was a quarter of a
A railway car, equipped for trade climate." Every morning the twenty if we do not require our national pro this continues to accumulate at the the command of Gen. Pershing, 251; muskrat, 4,898; bob cat or wild century ago.
By
Appointment
Only Tel. 323
hibition
to
begin
at
the
top?
’
trucks
at
the
Detroit
office
take
on
(instruction of railway men without
cat, 149; fisher or black cat, 37.
same ratio per each 500 miles. With reached France late in June.’ ’’
While the farmer is buying fewer 38 Summer Street
Roekiand
(interruption to their work, travels a fresh supply and then hurry
_______
|
Reports
received
from
17
of
the
a filter tlie tests disclosed that only
buggies he is buying more au’o(from town to town In Wyoming designated places around the city.
|
]i
ce
nsed
taxidermists
shows
that
1 one-hundreth percent could
mobiles, tractors and other farm
[providing vocational training to All sales are made by the roadside
H. M. de ROCHEMONT about
C. S. ROBERTS
be detected after 500 miles and that but the driving compartment of most they have mounted the following machinery. Production of farm ma
(‘railway engineers, firemen, and en- from these portable store-rooms.
specimens:
Deer
heads,
705;
bear.
at
tlie
end
of
3,000
miles
without
oil
automobiles
are
designed
for
an
avchinery last year was valued at
Chevrolets
were
selected
to
carry
the
Attorney
Iginc-maintenance men. The serv
Oldsmobiles 154; miscellaneous birds, 935; fish, $461,399,528, an Increase of $70,000,000
change the amount of abrasive never
never erage sized person,
PLUMBING, HEATING
ice not only benefits the 750 men refrigerators, it was explained,
Announces
opening
of office In Odd
however,
have
the
steering
wheel
546; deer feet, 89; deer skins tan- 'over.the 1925 production. So it can
averaged more than from 3 to 4 onewhom it reaches but the general order to get rapid, economical and
106 Pleasant Street,
Rockland
post so arranged that the wheel can ned, 899; bear heads, three; squir not be said that he Is not buying
Fellows Block, Opp. Poctoffiec.
liundredths
percent.
nubile as well, through improved dependable transportation and at the
Telephone 244-W
Room 8-8-7
Men and women range in height be raised or lowered to accommodate rels, 1'4; wild cats, seven; weasel, buggies for lack of the wherewithal. Tai. 470
ailroad service and increased safety some time neat and attractive ears
U.tf
from below five feet to above six feet the short, average or tall driver.—ad. seven; bear rugs, 27; deer horns on —Bangor Commercial.
’in trayeL
with a “sales appeal, -adv.
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"IDA LEWIS LIGHT”

Famous Atlantic Coast Light
Soon To Be Replaced By
Acetylene Beacon.

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSISTI
Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for

Colds

Headache

Neuritis

Lumbago

Pain

Neuralgia

Toothache

Rheumatism

DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART
Accept only “Bayer” package
which contains proven directions.
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin in the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaeetlcacldeater of Sallcjllcacld

FARM LEGISLATION
Seems To Be Inevitable At
the Next Session Of Con
gress.

Service here, means just
what the word implies—
material when, where and
a9 you want it—your con
venience, not ours. That
idea of service goes right
back to the choosing of
the merchandise. For in
stance — we recommend
SHEETROCK, the timetested, fireproof wallboard
—because it’s the best.
That’s true of our whole
line.

W. H. Glover & Co.
CONTRACTORS
Tsl. 14
453 Main St.
Kockiand

I

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephone Directory
Call 170

People’s Laundry

f

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.

Telephone Uennaction

Gilchrest
tf

Some kind of farm legislation is
inevitable at the next session of Con
gress.
While the Northwestern
Agricultural Conference at session at
St. Paul warns President Coolidge
of the political consequences of
avoiding the issue any longer and
while the callers at Rapid City tell
the President of the importance of
doing something for agriculture,
work is proceeding on the tentative
draft of a bill which it is hoped will
eventually be accepted by some of
the groups now alienated because of
the veto of the McNary-Haugen bill.
The plan is that which was dis
closed several weeks ago namdy the
creation of a federal farm board
which would have a revolving fund
to lend to commodity stabilization
corporations. The idea is that 60
percent of the funds needed to buy
into the market shull he furnished by
the federal farm loan board and 40
percent If necessary from the com
modity stabilization corporations.
The plan calls for affiliation with
the co-operatives in the most direct
way but is believed to provide ma
chinery which wilj take care of the
non-members. As to the merit of
the plan, its details have not been
sufficiently distributed to get
na
tional opinion or even to get a reac
tion from the farm leaders. But the
conference at 'St. Paul which asks
for the principles of the McNaryHaugen
bill has
been hearing
speeches on the importance of eco
nomic equality of agriculture. Al
though an equalization fee is insisted
upon, the Coolidge administration is
preparing to argue that the plan it
has in mind will be better than an
equalization fee.
The essential thing to report at
this time is that notwithstanding the
apparent lack of attention the sub
ject is getting in the Bast, officials
here and those who are in touch with
the President at Rapid City are con
vinced that something will have to
be done between now and December
to get a compromise bill in shape,
In fact It may be said #ith
definiteness that the administration
will not be caught on the defensive
next session so far as alternative leg.
islation is concerned but will push
its own bill. Some of the principal
features of the Curtis-Crisp bill will
be Included as many of its sections
won widespread farm support though
on the vital subject of stabilization
of the surplus it did not go far
enough to suit the McNary-Haugen
school.
The question of what purpose
President Coolidge had in mind in
selecting a South Dakota town for
his summer offices may be debated
by the politicians as having been a
move on his part to win the West
but there Is beginning to he talk that
the West has begun to win Mr.
Coolidge for the signs point to a
readiness on his part to accept a
much more radical bill than any that
has yet been presented to him by his
own advisors.

Monumental Workr

FORD FAVORS FLYERS
1
Believes Airplanes Will Replace Bat
tleships—To Span Atlantic.

Main Street
Thomaston. Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL**

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Everlasting 'Beauty

W. E. Doman & Son
East Union, Ma.

Dealer! in—
Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly

and Maine Gray Granites, Ver

mont Marbles.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

itT/farkevery grave’

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Giant air cruisers, capable of car
rying 100 passengers each, will be
spanning the Atlantic at no distant
; date. Henry Ford predicted Wedi ffesday in declaring America has enI l£«ed the flying age.
In an exclusive interview with In, ternatlonal News Service, the world’s
richest man came out with a strong
endorsement of Col. Billy Mitchell’s
plea for a fighting air force- to pro
tect the United States from foreign
aggression. The next war will be
fought in the air. said Ford, and
| “war in the air will end all war.”
( Ford declared the coming ge-nera, lion will “take to the air” and the
present gone-ration must prepare the
I way.
| “The large airplane is the ship of
j the future," said the auto king.
1 whose activities are putting him in a
the leadership In the field of com
mercial aviation. "We are entering
[the Hying era and the young crowd
i coming in now wants to go up in the
jair.”
"What should America do to be
■ prepared In the air for the next
war?” he was asked.
I "Work on aviation,” he replied
promptly. "I think aviation is com
ing as fast as It can in a commer
cial sense. I have a lot of faith in
the United States and I think the
commercial de-velopment of aviation
helps the national defense by showing the. way.
Tlie Government
should come along."

I

“Can airplanes ever displace bat
tleships as Colonel Billy Mitchell
says?"
| “There is no question about It”
Ford replied, very refflously “air
planes can dc-stroy anything per. taining to war. Aviation, I believe,
' has started another cycle. Mitchell
is right."

The Ida Lewis Light, one of the
best known lighthouses on the At
lantic coast, will soon cease to blink
its warning to vessels in .Newport
harbor. Work has been started to
replace the old lamp with an 18foot acetylene beacon. The tower,
however, will be le-ft standing, to the
delight of Rhode Islander^, in mem
ory of the heroic woman for whom
the light was named.
For more than 55 years the light
h&s been kept burning by members
of the Lewis family, and tor 33
years of this time by the late Ida
Lewis.
It was originally called the
Lime Rock Light and is located near
Brenton’s cove, botween Fort Adams
and Newport.
Born In Newport. Feb. 25, 1841, the
daughter of Captain and Mrs. Hosea
Lewis, Ida Lewis was a lover of the
sea from childhood, and as a little
girl she was frequently seen along
the shores interesting herself in the
work of grizzled old sailors and lis
tening to their stories of the sea.
Her Tathe- ■ was appointed tender of
the light in 1854, and the family went
to the little Island to make tlieir
home. Ida quickly learned to navi
gate the surrounding waters and her
knowledge of the location of e-very
rock in the harbor was later an asset
in guiding many vessels safely to
port.
Her first rescue was made In Sep
tember 1859, when she was only 17
years old. During a tierce storm she
■owed out into the harbor in her
lifeboat and saved four young men
whose boat had capsized. A year
later Captain Lewis died. leaving his
widow and daughter to continue the
work of keeping the- light burning.
After tending the light for almost
eigrft years. Ida was made keeper
of the lighthouse by special act of
Congress, the appointment being
confe-'red on her by General Sher
man in 1869.
On many occasions thereafter Ida
made herself more and more famous
as a lifesaver. Her total number of
rescues was 21 most of whom were
soldiers going to and from the main
land and the- barracks at Fort
Adams.
Time after time they
slipped away from camp in a row
boat only to encounter heavy seas
that would have meant disaster only
for the watchful eye of Ida Lewis.
Saluted by army officers and e-nilsted men from the fort, hailed by
citizens of her native city and con
gratulated by government and state
officials, Ida blandly acknowledged
gold and silver medals alike for her
brave deeds and in several cases
she received cash awards. Like a
real heroine, the numerous honors
bestowed upon her never disturbed
her equanimity.
She always re
marked that her only wish was to
remain at the light for the- rest of
her life.
This wish was granted. On Oct.
21, 1911, she was stricken with apo
plexy. After remaining unconscious
for three days, she died on the night
of Oct. 24, while huge waves dashed
against the rock-bound shores of
the Island and the world mourned
the lose of one of the most heroic
women in America.
During her funeral practically all
merchants in Newport closed their
stores and activities at Fort Adams
were virtually suspended while the
military band played at the services.
Her body was buried at Old Cem
etery while a throng of her admirers
stood with bared heads In respect to
the memory of the 70-year old keep
er of Lime Rock Light, known as
the Grace Darling of America.
As she had requested before her
death, all her medals and trophies
were given to the Newport Histori
cal Society.

"OFF HIS TROLLEY”
Henry Janvrin Brown’s Pre
diction of "'Summerless
Summer” All Bunk.
More evidence that Henry Janvrin
Brown of iWashington, the "long dis
tance weather forecaster," miscal
culated in his prediction of what the
weather would be for the summer of
this year has come to light with the
publication of Information through
the National Weather and Crop Bul
letin.
Brown came into prominence
some time ago when he forecast sen
sational weather conditions for the
country this summer.
According
to the official weather bulletin which
summarizes conditions throughout
the United States, the weather in
June and July, which was to be un
usually cold, was instead unusually
near the normal for many years.
The July 5 Issue of the bulletin
shows clearly that June temperatures
in different sections of the country
for 1927 were very similar to those
for Junp last year, especially so over
tlie eastern half where conditions
were almost exactly the same.
The
month in both years had about nor
mal warmth in lhe South with the
mean temperatures varying from
slightly below normal to slightly
above, while from the Missouri and
Ohio northward they ranged from
ubout thiee degrees to six degrees
below normal.
From the Rocky
Mountains westward in both cases,
the month was generally warmer
than normal, though the plus depart
ures of temperature in 1926 were
larger, as a rule. than, in 1927.
For the last 7 years there was a
series of 3 warm Junes, from 1921
to 1923. followed with 3 of the suc
ceeding 4 having mostly subnormal
temperatures over the central and
eastern portions of the country.
No unusually low temperatures
were experienced during June, 1927,
with freezing weather confined to the

Bad
breath

Camel
The cigarette you can smoke

with real enjoyment
If all cigarettes were as good as
Camel you wouldn’t hear anything
about special treatments to make
cigarettes good for the throat. Noth
ing takes the place of choice tobaccos.

© 1927, R.l. Reynold* Tobacco
Company, Wuuton-Salom, N. C.

very limited areas in tne extreme of the United States Department of
North and locally in some higher Agriculture.
sections of the western Mounta-’i
The total length of surfaced roads
States, where temperatures as low constructed by State agc-ncles dur
as freezing are not unusual in this ' ing the year was 19.492 miles, of
month.
which 13,664 miles was laid over for
Over the Corn Belt the lowest tem- i mer earth roads and 5,828 miles rep
peratures ranged from about 40 lr,
the northwest portion to about 50 it; J
the southern section of the belt, or
similar to June last year, and from
5 to 10 degrees higher than the low
Z
est experienced in this month in [
comparatively recent years.
'In tlie case of the weather for July,
reports from about 200 -.veil-distri
buted first order stations of tlie I
Weather Bureau show that July.
1927, was characterized by unusually
near-normal warmth quite generally
throughout the country.
One-ha’f
of the stations hau normal tempera
ture or s'ightly below normal. About
60 percent of them had u variation
from normal of one degree or le-ss,
ar.d 90 percent did not vary more
than two degrees.
• • • •
West of the Rocky Mountains and in
the Southwest, nearly all stations
had slightly above normal tempera
ture, but the greatest plus depart
ures at individual stations were
usually about three to five degrees,
while the greatest minus departures
east of the Rocky Mountains were
also about three lo five degrees, oc
curring in the western upper Lake
Region, northern Gieat Plains, and
at two or three stations in the eastcentral portion of the country,
iFrom the Ohio Valley northward
and eastward, som,- rather low mini
mum temperatures for July oc
curred, but they were not as low as
in previous years, except In a very
few isolated cases.
Throughout tlie
Southern States and In practically all
sections west of the Mississippi
River the minima foi the month were
generally about five to more than ten
degrees higher than have been pre
viously recorded.
The lowest temperature reported
from a first-order station in the
Northeast was 42 degrees at NorthHeld, Vt„ and In the Northwest, 38
degrees at Devils Lake, N. Dak., but
In both cases lower July readings
have occurred In previous years.
No damaging temperatures oc
curred during the month In the great
grain regions.

no actual work by the Stales, but
consists merely of mileage trans
ferred from county to State jurisdic
j tion. statistical changes resulting
I from resurvwvs, etc.
j One above figures refer to Increas
es in surfaced mileage on the State

highway systems only and do not in
clude surfacing laid by the counties
or other local governments. They
do include, however, all .work done
with Federal aid.
READ THE WANT ADS.

Within New Buick Foundry—Most Modern in World

MILES OF EARTH ROADS
Are Reported By the Highway Sye.
terns of the 48 States

Is frequently due to indigestion and
More than 13,600 miles of earth
constipation. Overcome these troubles
with a safe sure medicine, “L. P.” roads included in the State highway
Atwood’s Medicine 60 doses only 50o, systems of the 48 States were- sur
faced by the several highway de
Trial bottle 15c. All dealers.
Made end Cnenateed by
L t. MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Mate

resented a rebuilding of old surI faces.
I The re-ports show that the total
mileage of surfaced roads in tlie
State highway systems Increased by
18.205 miles during the year; but of
this increase 4,541 miles represe-nts

partments in 1926, according to in
formation compiled from State re
ports by the Bureau of Public Roads

1

i

1

Lower Left: Aisle in main building showing central conveyor
which brings cores from core room in distance. On e-ither side are
mold conveyors on which core and flask are assembled. These lines
move toward foreground of picture, where pouring occurs.
Upper Right: Pouring engine castings. Note that workmen merely
guide operations, ladles being suspended from electric hoists run
ning on monorails above. Two big ladles, on electric overhead trucks
which brought them from cupolas, may be seen in background. The
pouring workmen are on a moving platform which keeps pace with
the conveyor carrying the flasks. Note the conveyor entering steel
hood which shields the room from the castings' blazing beat and
gas after pouring.

Upper Left: The maze of cooling conveyor which “kills time”
between foundry and cleaning plant, giving hot castings time to
cool before they are handled, ft doubles back and forth, huge cast
ings hanging from it every few feet. With the portion inside the
buildings, it is 4U miles long.
Lower Right: Gore making with modern pneumatic equipment.
Gore sand is delivered to the benches automatically by conveyor,
and finished cores arc carried to core ovens and thence to core
assembly by conveyor racks at left.
Center Inset: The six big cupolas are charged mechanically, as
shown here. The hoist at right hauls loaded bucket up from loading
platform below, pushes It into the cupola, and dumps it.

THOMASTON
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Babies Cry

For Sale

ki Everybody’s Column

KEPT AL. SMITH OUT

FOR SALF Extra la g- and fine g'adlolus
j 75c dozen, small vane's 50c dozeft <'
E. K. Winchenbach and family and
' THOMAS, X Spruce St. Tel. 300
And Will Do It Again Next
107-tf
Mias Ella Copeland attended a pic
"for SALE Sloop. :pi II Trail. If wild
Year, Asserts W. C. T. U.
nic at the home of W. O. Pitcher in
al oni e.
Notify I Ot'.KIF.II liAZO/ri'K OF
fnk.
South Waldoboro Monday.
Worker.
FOR SALE Pearl "Tinting pre ’. 7x11 hi.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lynn who
Lost and Found
ipianlin new type, nwi. rules, etc. Bargain.
have been spending the summer at
JOHN
(lORIMI.X. Port Clyde. Me.
After welcoming to its cause an
NOTICE If the person w4>o took tl»e
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Prepared Especially for Infants
FOR
SALE IgNGnoNt; New
modem
bicycle from the LawrHwe Garage, Beech
organization
credited
on
the
floor
Ireland, left for their home in Quincy,
street. Saturday returns It in good condition, suinnier resort equipment, eonipleie or sepa
with having kept Gov. Al Smth out
and Children of All Ages
Sunday.
or notifies L. N. Lawrence at Fireproof rate. .Mammoth tent. 1(11x56, dance door,
of the White House, the National
(hirage, no questions will be asked and a ebalra. lab'es. settees, counters, electric
The ladies of the Catholic Church
Wiomen’g
Christian
Temperance
libera^ reward paid.
107 - It range, coffee orirs. hot plats, full kitchen equip
Mother 1 Fletcher’s Castoria has Union concluded its annual conven
will hold a public supper at K. of P.
ment, silverware, dishes, etc.
Complete
LOST ’Sumber plate 101-378
Finder lighting equipment. < an be seen In opera- 0
hall Tuesday, Sept. 13. There will heen in use for over 30 years as a tion in Minneapolis with pledges re
please leave at Slinhmns Corner or Tel 1<». tlon at BI. lieorge. Apply on premises, or
be a sale of fancy articles and candy pleasant, harmless substitute for Cas newing loyalty to prohibition and law
F It SPOFFORD. 76 V.«l anic St.
107*109 telephone Rockland 21-4
Address FRANK
in the afternoon.
tor Oil. Paregoric, Teething Drops enforcement.
LOST Pocketbook remaining $30 Satur T PEARSON'S, Tenant's Ha 'hor. Me
Iin'^PlS
day
noon
on
Brick
street
near
tracks.
Re

Miss Annabel Williams was in and Soothing Syrups. Contains no
Seven days of activity centering
ward if returned to HIE COURIER-GAZETTE
FOR SALE—due ■' »y building. 13x15. all
town from her cottage at Ilathorn's narcotics. Proven directions are on around plans for relentless warfare
OFFICE.
107-109 new lumber, good condition for a small store.
each package.
Physicians every against “wet" candidates were cli
Point, Cushing Saturday.
-Vpply to FltEPI .Rl< K 1.
LOST—Friday, Sept. 2, between Mahclle’s Terms right.
Beaut v Parlor, crossing street to Baptist WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel. 392 IM. 106-108
maxed by repeated reference to the
Mrs. Susie Xewbert of High street where recommend it.
Church,
thence
to
Postofflcc,
small
gold
ring
The
genuine
bears
signature
of
proposed
presidential
candidacy
FOR
SALE
Bide
boa .1 and dining table
was somewhat surprised when 15
with two (tianHMxl chips. Return to MA- cheap. Subside for eottage. ‘.IS SIMMER
Gov. Smth.
relatives and friends met at her
BELLES BEATTY PARLOR. Rockland. .
106*108
*__________________________
107 100 BT Tel. 219-M
Reading of a telegram from the
home recently to celebrate her
FOR
SALE
--Lance
building
40x65
feet,4
National Women's Democratic Law
birthday. Useful presents as well as
LOST—Fox
terrier,
black ami white, small outbuildings, lira houses, etc., at 572
peculiarly marked, name Buddy.
HAROLD Old County road, cither whole or torn down ;
Enforcement League endorsing the
money were bestowed upon her and
sivnHVXS. Thomaston.
100*108 also double tenement house fur sale or to
union's demand for "bone dry” plat's
"all went merry as a marriage bell.”
LOST—Small black traveling hag between let. it .1. MAYHEW, 561 Old County road.
forms and candidates, drew from
Tee cream and cake were served.
1115*107
Owl's Head and Crescent Beach.
Finder
Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin, of New York
please return to 1“. 8. MERRIAM, Owl's Head.
R. H. Counce Veteran Association
ONLY A FEW LEFT
FOR SALE Pry soft tilted slabs <8: also
City, the statement that “this means
106*108 cord and fitted wood. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
sent their line engine and 20 men
106-107
the defeat of Al Smith from the in
105*116
FOUND Twelve It.
aklff.
CHESTER L F. TOLMAN. P. 0. Thunuudnn.
to Topsham Sunday. Another de
WALL. Spruce Head. Tel. 58-31.
1115- 1ST
sultje
FOR SALE Ace Motor <>cle withi Bid
tachment of 20 went over Monday Some Old Windjammers Are side of the Democratic party.”
He Sit
Amid a wild demonstration, Mrs.
FOUND Port touring car, engine num car. 1923. A. W. DEUKOW, 125 Middle
morning and a first prize resulted.
05*107
____________________________________
HU
__
Still Found On the Pacific Colvtn, who is president of the New
ber K 26816.
Found Aug. 18, at W. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Clark, Mr. and
Rich’s, Camden. Owner can have same by
FOR SALE-One old tea set,' 16 pieces,
York State W. C. T. U„ continued
proving
property
and
paying
charges flowered. (Hie old tea set gold and white, 23
Mrs. Harold Lees ot Massachusetts
Coast.
with the assertion that “this law
FRANK F. HARDING, Sheriff.
105-107 pieces: dealers not allowed. FLORENCE A.
were holiday guests of Mrs. Louis
enforcement league is tlie same group
NOTICE—Notice la hereby given of the SHERMAN, HHi Front «t., Bath, Me.
Hodges.
Romping up and down the Pacific of women that kept Al Smith from
104*107
loas of deposit boojf No. 1(112 and tlie owner
■aat
as
swiftly
as
they
sailed
the
of said book asks for duplicate in accord
Miss Eliza Whitney went to Dor
being nominated foi president at the
FOR SALE Beautiful gladioli blossoms,
ance
with
the
provisions
of
the
State
Law.
seven
seas
hall
a
century
or
more
chester Saturday to visit Mrs.
$1 per dozen. At Sunny Acres, Owl’s Head.
last Democratic National conven
KBCURITY TRUST CO., Union Branch by DONALD K MERRIAM.
HM 109
ago. the last fleet of windjammers in tion.
Bertha York.
J. H. Williams. Mgr.
102-T 108
FOR SALE- Large work horse, new milch
Mr. and Mrs. Fred I.ermond of the world each year links the Golden
“And.” she shrieked, “they are
FOUND- Tortoise shell rlnuned glasses. Holstein cow, White ('iKst-er pigs, five weeks
with
the
Aleutian
isles going to repeat again next year.”
Camden were Sunday guests of Mrs. Gate
GRANT F. DAVIS. '6 Rankin St. .
106-U old. (zRAND VIEW FARM. James L. Mc
Through fog to fog. by luck and
Cora Currier.
Senator Janies A Reed, also men
Manus, State Auto Road, Warren. TeJ 5-6.
g. they srfil where Bering sailed.” tioned as a Democratic prrsidential
100*108
Mrs. Nellie Starrett who has been
Wanted
visiting Mrs. E. P. Starrett, is leav bearing the Stars and Stripes with prospect, was drawn into the line of
FOR SALE In Rockland, two-story sevenWANTED
—
Capable
girl
for
general
house

room house cor. Fogg and Hill streets, tftone
ing today for Geneseo, N. Y„ to re hat same daring which character tire for the second time during the
THE BUSY GRANGERS
work
v»nlv UUARANTEB CLOTHING A
cellar, electric Iiglits, water and sewer con
ized the square-riggers of the seven convention.
___
t
sume teaching.
SHOE STORE.
107-tf nection.
Mrs. Lillian Michncr,
Lot 84 by 90.
FYuit trees, rasp
Modern mechanical devices, Hutchinson. Kas, president of the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCallum of ties.
Apply to
WANTED Kitchen girl at 75 BROAD ST berry hiishes. chance for garden.
Conservation
of
Natural
Re

107-109
ALICE
8.
GBNN.
224
(bore
St.. Bangor. Me.
Waterville spent the holiday with his ranging from radio to refrigerating Kansas W. C.
Tel.
669
-M.
U„ declared hat
103*109
plants, have made them able compe “Missouri will stand for a dry man
sister, Mrs. R. W. Walsh.
WANTED - Pupil Nurses— Training School
sources Advocated By
FOR SALE—‘Bohr Bros. Piano in first
for nurses, State Hospital for mental dis
Mr. and Mrs. Achorn of Warren titors of steam, and they bring to tor tlie presidency and will not sup
MRH. SPROWI/8, 9 Frank
eases. Howard, R. I. Course consist^ of 26 class condition.
our grocer the annual crop of port a 'broken Reed.' ”
visited at Willard 'Smalley's Sun
Them.
103*108
months in this hospital and 10 months at lin 81..
aimed salmon, taken where Alaska's
day.
Bellevue and Allied nosnitals. Salary $45.00
FOR
SALE
Hard
Wood# fitted for store or
per
.month
with
room,
board
and
laundry.
Mrs. A. O. Keen has been a recent coast bends toward the pole, writes
furnace
HAROLD PEASE, Warren, Me.
The Grange has long been recog
ROCKPORT
Graduates eligible to take State examination Tel. 10-21.
H. Dunn in Popular Mechanics
guest of Miss Emma Stackpole on
102*110
for registration. Applicants must have two
nized as one of the leading advocates
Miss
Clara
Walker
returned
Satur

Magazine.
the St. George road.
FOR SALE—All kinds hard wood and
years’ high school training or Its equiva
•
•
♦
»
day
from
Portsmouth.
X.
H.,
where
of
conservation
of
natural
resources,
kindlings.
Special
price
on
three
or five
lent
Aimly
MISS
ELIZAtBETH
A.
BARRY.
Miss Katherine Killeran, who since
SUpt. of Nurses.
107-115 cord lots fitted wood to he delivered before
They are the fleet of the Alaska she has been employed at Hotel and no topic is mote universally dis
her return from rummer school at
Out. 1.
RALPH
P
CONANT
A
SON.
S. , li
WANTED—-Position as chauffeur.
Have Hope, Me.
Farmington, has been with Mrs. A. F. 'ackers’ association, a co-operative Wentworth during the summer.
Tel, R-.<Aland 67-M.
102-tf
cussed among the 8000 Granges ot
New York and Maine licenses. Best of ref
organization
of
fishing
companies
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Buzzell
of
Rice, is now at her home in Cushing
FOR SALE—'Separator . in good condltleft*
erences Inquire at THIS OFFICE. 107*109
the United States. This applies espe
and will teach school in District operating in Alaska, and almost as Simonton, Mrs. Nancy Tribou and cially to saving the forests and in no
old bureau, sofa, and some antiques.
C.
WANTED —Store equipped for meats and B MERRLVM. Union.
old
as
some
of
these
famous
ships
100 if
.Mrs. Annie Deane motorpd to Booth
Xo. 2.
groceries, in any town, city or village in
other direction has the Grange done
themselves.
Thene
are
fifteen
of
the
bay Harbor Sunday.
Mrs. Samuel Baum and son of
FOR SALE—Hot air furnace, almost new.
>iate where there is ar. opportunity to do
more valiant service to future gener
<96 tf
business and rental proposition.
Write to see DR. FOGG.
The meeting of the Fred A. Nor
Portland who has been visiting Mrs. sailers, twelve of steel and three of
ations
than
in
endeavoring
to
pro

L.
STEEVES,
1193
High
St..
Bath.
Me
FOR SALE Soft wood slabs, stove length,
Susie Xewbert, have returned home. iron, ranging from the Star of In wood Relief Corps will be preceded by
109 -49-112 $8 per cord hi Rockland ; $7 in Thomaston
tect the forests from ruthless slaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Webb arid two dia. built in IMS, in Ramsay. Scot a macaroni supper Friday evening at
WANTED—Bright active young man for and $6 in Warren. Also first quality fitted?
ter. National Master Louis J. Taber
Bo</» by Fisher
daughters and Mrs. Katherine Dono land. to the Star of l^apland. for 6 30 which opens the fall season.
train
news
acent.
References
required. hard wood or junks. L ('. PACKARD, War-»
is at the present time leading a na
95-tf
rite CHISHOLM BROTHERS, Fortlaml, ren. Me.
hue of New York have returned home merly the Atlas, largest sailing ves Each member is expected to furnish.
tion-wide
campaign,
among
all
the
Maine.
1«6 K>«
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Meguntlco"k.
after a week with Mrs. Elizabeth sel under the American flag, built
Miss Katharine Robarts spent the
Granges,
lor
forest
protection
and
L. A. THURSTON.
at Rath, only twenty-five years ago. weekend in Lewiston and Portland.
WANTED Girl would like employment, also 2 cottage lots.
Webb. High street.
Tel 1182 M.
92-tf
propagation, especially in connection
to care for children or do general housework. Rockland.
Miss Katherine Colson has moved They are known in all the ports of
Miss Mabel Wall who has heen
Good
home
preferred
to
high
wages.
Tele
r
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
her household goods from Miss Cran* the world, where under various spending the summer wacation with with the Mississippi flood devasta
phone LLVt'OLNYIWB. 4-6.
ll»6-1«8 the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mail
don's to the home of her sister, Mrs. names, they hare fluttered their her parents. Capt. and Mrs. S. H. tion. due in large part to the lack of
WANTED Girl for general housework orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 92rtf
tarry pennons in the passenger. Wall, returned Monday to Attleboro. forests back at the feeding points of
Robert Watts, High street.
MRS (). A. PAIAEER, 12 Knox street TeL
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMLS. COTTAGES
Coming Mass., accompanied by her sister, the great river tributaries, to hold
8-W.
106-108 and estates: up-to-date property, in the gar
Mr. and Mr. Harry C. Moody leave freight and mail services.
the
moisture
from
too
sudden
dis

to
their
present
owners,
they
were
den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
WANTED
Dining
room
and
kitchen
girl
iKedneday for their .Belmont home
Miss Hazel Watl who is having a
at KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston.
106-tf us what you want. OKRLN J. DICKEY, Bel
after a summer spent at the old renamed “Stars” of various coun two weeks’ vacation from the office charge Into the streams.
fast. Maine.
92-tf
In this connection Mr. Taber points
tries so that they are known and
WANTED Full description and photohome on the Hill.
of the Central Maine Power Co., in
FOR SALE In Rockport on car line and
.’rapiis of any boats you wish to sell no
ecognized
as
the
“
Star
Fleet.
”
out
that
government
mistakes
of
the
Mrs. Turner of Gleason street has
Rockland.
mater how large or how small, commercial, Atlantic Highway, conxnutable distance from
Buick for 1928 introduces a higher standard of beauty and
In April of each year, they leave
past, in giving over to private in
returned from a week's visit in Bos
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving Rockland or Camden, a 15 room, or three
Rev. Andrew Young of Topsham
their
mooring
place
in
the
estuary,
terests
great
forest
areas
of
priceless
numerous inquiries every day for such boats. apartment house, large lot of land, fruit ahd
ton.
luxury than the world has ever known. Buick interiors are as
was calling on friends in town Sun
Why
not
let
us
sell
your
boat?
KNOX MA- shade trees, excellent neighborhood. MRS.
in
Alameda,
Calif.,
bound
for
Bristol
wealth, must not be repeated in the
Stanley Kalloeh of Waterville was
BINE EXCHANGE YACHT AXD SHIP E A WUNTWORTH Rockport. Tel. 83-1 Ik
modish as exquisite drawing-rooms—as harmoniously colored
hay. Alaska, whence they return in day.
case of the water powers and other
at home for the holiday.
87-tr
BROKERS.
Camden,
Me
93-TAS If Camden.
Ambrose Walker of Boston spent
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hamilton jetober, once more to lie snug in Idtbor Day at the home of his brother natural resources which still remain
—and as comfortable. Buick’s new Fisher bodies are lowFOR SALE Ladies’ silk hosiery in all
WANTED Herford bull, I year or younger.
in the public domain. Mr. Taber
and Mr. apd Mrs. Robert Hamilton the estuary until April calls them
Registered.
HAYDEN FUbUER. Appleton^ shades, matled promptly, send $1 for ope
Arthur K. Walker.
swung without any loss of head-room or road-clearance.
Me.
105*107 pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hos«
sounds a national slogan, deserving
of Skowhegan were recent callers northward like migrating swans.
(regular $2) for $1.75: quality guaranteed.
Mrs.
Carlton
Cole
and
son,
Carl

During the winter they are over
of wide repetition, when he declares:
WANTED—Long hai ed shaggy cats and RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St.
upon Mrs. Susie Xewbert.
And so, down to the smallest detail of construction, wherever
ton. Jr., who have been spending a
kittens. Write age. color and sex. JOHN Rockland. Me.
82*tf
Mrs. J. M. Winchenbach and hauled thoroughly, and then, in the
S. RAN LETT. R<h kville. Me. Tel. 352-14.
eek with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
refinements could be made, Buick has made them. Again Buick
Xo man can measure the value of 1i
granddaughter Eula of Framingham, spring, huge tugs pick them from
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
105*110
II.
Heistad.
returned
Monday
to
board slabs $6.50; stove length $8; st^ve
water power sites a quarter of u cen
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Alma Spear. their moorings, tew them through
has improved upon Buick. Again the standard for the year is set.
WANTED Situation by. woman. 10 years slabs $6.50; 15 bundle? shims $1. L. A.
Miss Helen Killeran has returned the Golden Gate and turn them loose. Brooklyn. N. T.
tury ahead, or a century from today.
xperlencq general office work, double entry PACKARD. Thomaston. R. F. 1>.
92 tf
Mrs.
Vena
Hammond
is
*vl»iting
bookkeeping, billing, cost accounting, short
from South Bristol to attend the Topsails, gallants and royals are
The government will have sinned
BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT, MICHIGAN
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dTj
hand, typewriting, etc. Best of references.
broken out to the time of the last her daughter, Mrs. Alice Vogle in against children yet unborn if it has
Dit ision of General Motors Corporation
High School.
Address BOX 148. Waldoboro.
105*107 hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
William Henderson has accepted deep sea chanteys left from the old Castine.
not protected their rights in every
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
WANTED Board—Woman
with modern
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Graham- lease or franchise granted, so that
Dripping towlines are
a position with a granite company in days in sail.
________________________________
home
desires
one
or
two
High
School
stu

auled in through the chocks; tower stoff. Mrs. Mary Fitzpatrick and At- coming generations may enjoy their
'Hardwick, Vt., and will leave for
dents to board. Write M, Courier-Gazette.
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls, 250 of mem.
ood Smith of Boston were guests share of national heritage without op
Sport Models *1195 to *1525
ing blankets of canvas covering the
105*107 high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value,
there very soon.
25c to 50c per roll while they last. V. f.
f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Smith
over
naked
spars
are
flung
out,
the
wind
WANTED
.Man
as
manager
who
under

Miss Menthorne Watson who went
pression or exploitation.
Allpricesf. o. b. Flint, Mich., government tax to be added. The G. M. A. C financing plan, the
stands grocery business.
See MR. SMITH STUDLEY. INC . Music Dept., 283 Main St..
to Xew York with a family from fills them, the long swells of the Pa- the holiday.
Rockland.
92-tf
Notwithstanding the fact that the
most desirable,is available. The model illustratedis theFiie-PassengerSedan,Series120.$i495.
Thorndike tt Hix Lobster Co., Rockland.
Mrs.
A.
F.
Leigh
of
Randolph
is
ific
catch
the
hulls,
the
great
ships
Rockland, will attend school there
('.range in Missouri has heen defeated
193 tf
FOR SALE- Eight room house at
‘WHEN BUTTER AUTOMOBILES ARB BUILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
heel
to
the
power
of
wind
and
wave.
the
guest
of
Miss
Marion
Weidman.
Danie Patt, a piano player, has
in its vigorous undertaking to enact
WANTED—High school girl to partly work Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and tWo
nd once more a fleet of windjam
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harmon, a state law for the protection of the
joined Herbert Kirkpatrick's or
board and room
MRS. F. R PINKER barns. EDWARD J. IIELLIER Tel. 43 M.
47* tf
mers
foots
the
seas.
daughters
Nellie
and
Ruth
and
son
ON. 108 Union street, Rockland.
100-tf
chestra.
savings bank depositors In case of
• * ♦ •
FOR SALE—Six second-hand pianos In
William of Mars Hill and Miss Har bank failures, the leaders of that or
WANTED—Names of your summer guests
R. H. Counce Veteran Association
good condition.
V F STUDLEY, INC.,
and no4es of summer parties.
THE COU
In the holds are cargoes of tin riet Wentworth of Bangor were
brought home the first prize (J100)
ganization are as determined as ever
Music IH-pt., Roukland. Maine.
92-tf
RIEK-GAZETTE.
Telephone 770 or 771.
from the firemen s muster at Tops plate for cans, shooks for cases, sup guests of Mrs. Ernest Torrey Friday to renew the fight another year, and
___________
92-tf
BRANCHES
AT
THE
SKOWHEGAN
INDEPENDENT
RE
plies for the canneries, and food for
nd Saturday of last week.
ham, Labor Day.
PORTER is for sale at J. F. CARVERS.
already are making active plans to
LEWISTON
PORTLAND
AUGUSTA
Rockland.
132*tf
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker, wards that end. What the Grange
Herbert
Kirkpatrick
has
one 200 to 240 men a ship for five and
Miscellaneous
WATERVILLE
FARMINGTON
BATH
one-half months. One might think Miss Clara Walker. Mrs. Olive Walk
more garage in his buildings.
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy In excellent
endeavored to do was to put upon
BRUNSWICK
ROCKLAND
DOVER-FOXCROFT
NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons cnsidltlon for sale. Also a copy of "Begin
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Robbins this a tremendous crew for a wind- er and Ambrose Walker spent Sun the statute books of Missouri a pro
•onctrnpii
that
after
thio
(laic
I
will
not
be
nings
of Colonial Maine." R. T. PATTBN,
(Mildred' Moody) and two children, j>owered vessel, and so it would be day in Washington.
responsible for any hills contracted by rav 8k owheean
4 p-tf
tective law similar to that which has
Instead, they
wife, Susie Wallace. UELACsD WALLACE.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson of tyorked out so well In Nebraska, but Act. which has the hearty approval
who have spent the summer at the were they all sailors.
APPLES AND CORN
Friendship. Sept. 6.
of all the Granges in the state; and
old Thomaston home, left Saturday are the fishermen who will take tons Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Advertisements hi this
ceed three lines insarted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time.
times. Six words make a

For “Castoria”

column not to exonce for 23 cenfs,
Ad'dithmal line.; 5
10 cents for three
line.

STUDLEY, INC., PAYMENTS

All Payments Due V. F. Studley, Inc., Are To

Be Paid To Our Collector or At the Store

Until Further Notice.

Virgie F. Studley.

BUICKHQ28
3k
When BuickZrw^/wef

upon Buick— the standard

for the year is set

Sedans *1195 to *1995

*

Coupes *1195 to *1850

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

51 Park Street

Rockland

Tel. 238

in this they were sharply opposed by
of salmon during the short season Ralph Buzzell in Simonton.
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL.
the banking Interests and other is the more significant because of the
Rockland. Maine.
Accredited School of
on Bristol bay.
On the way up and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Porter. Miss groups and could -not this year mus fact that Governor Robert P. Robin Have Been Heaviest Suffer Xtiralnr offers a three >ear course to a lint
back, all of them work ship, but, Geraldine Porter, Mrs. Ida Lash and
son is also master of the Delaware
ited number of students. Application* should
ter
sufficient
strength
to
push
the
ers This Season — Other be made to SL'PBRI.XTE.YDBNT OF NURSES
once arrived at the anchorage in Mrs. H. L. Boardman of Waldoboro
State Grange.
106-111
Alaskan waters, all take to Small were in town Sunday to attend the measure over. State Master James
The busy summer season on the
Crops
Doing Well.
T. Phillips of, the Grange has heen
boats for the fishing, leaving only
PUBLIC CONVEYANCE AT YOUR SERV
farm brings to light countless cases
Porter-Fish wedding.
WEST ROCKPORT
ICE- Fall fairs, football games, etc. let's
leading the fight, and Is very confi
the captain, the cook and the lat
.Mr. and Mrs. Albert Tolman and dent that another year his organiza of ministry by* Granges throughout
Practically all of the nation’s go. V. I’. IIALL. Tel. craned Ion, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson have ter’s assistants on board.
the country, rendered to sick mem crops, with the exception of corn Brittle-s and roastera lor sale.
105-101
daughter
Carol
who
have
been
guests
returned from their trip to Massa
tion will be able to win. The move
They are fishermen first, and sail
PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MtDIUM sons,
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Carroll ment has had a hearty response from bers and to those otherwise unable and apples, arc showing a decided
chusetts.
ors afterward, though each ship’s
our
problems.
Tells
you
how
to
lie
successful
to carry on their normal farm ac
The Mission Circle met Thursday company is sprinkled with old-time ■eturned Saturday to their home in the farmers of Missouri, many of tivities. Many a bay crop has thus improvement over last season, ac Lives advice on all affairs of lire love
Quincy. Mass. They were accom whom have suffered from hank fall
cording to reports made public bv ■nurtshlp, marriage, health.'huslness. A proper
afternoon with Mrs. M. J. Oxton.
sea-dogs.
\Vh?n the pack is fin
panied by Mrs. Frederick Richards ures in the past and therefore recog been harvested, arid the same spirit the Xew England crop reporting ser solution of your affai-s may be the torn
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald, Robert ished late in September, the tin
of
Grange
ministry
fills
many
a
wood
ing point in your We. Readings Mondays and
Heald and Mrs. Charles Rhodes at plate has been made into cans and and son Carroll.
nize the need of such a law as the shed in the winter for an unfortun vice based on statistics furnished by Tuesdays only, other times by appointment.
the United States Department of Honrs 11 a. ni. to 5 p. nt. All affairs sacred
tended the Lincolnville annual pic filled with salmon, thousands of tons
Grange proposes for enactment.
ate or incapacitated member<
Agriculture. Favorable crop reports tnd Cimndential. $1.00 to ladles. 27 PARK
TEN MILLION PHONES
6 • • .
nic Wednesday afternoon.
of it.
The wood is converted into
105*10'
have been received in mo >t cases STREET. Rockland.
Miss Bernice Parker returned to boxes and crates.
The catted yards
Great huccess has attended the
A short girl gets around it by
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or
Augusta today after spending her again are called ir.to use, and the My! My! But We Yankees Do Love opening of the National Radio Grange making the stripes on her skirt run from various sections of the country. contract
blocks and posts In stork.
Probably one of the greatest suf FRANK ; E.cement
To Hear Ourselves Talk.
vacation at her home here.
GRAY. 17 Bay View Sq , Rock
holds piled to their limit with the
through one of the radio broadcasting in the opposite direction.
ferers
this
year
throughout
the
land.
Tel.
194-.1.
9041
Mrs. Samantha Temple of Villa crates.
The crews pile back on
stations in Chicago, WLS. and mem
United States is the apple crop. This
The people of the United States, bers of the Order over a very wide
Nova, Pa., and Medford. Mass., is the board, and, with the exception of the
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—Protertlng
applies especially to Ne\v England your fur roat in summer means prolonging
guest of her niece Mrs. Robert watchman, the canneries are de where the telephone was invented 5-1 radius listen in on alternate Mon
Notices of Appointment
where the apple crop as reported for Its goods for the neit winter. Storage means
Heald.
serted.
The last rope-slingful of years ago, have always led in the day noons to hear the fine Grange
protection. Including burglary. We
the past month is the smallest com complete
1.
Charles
L.
Veazie,
Register
of
Probate
use
of
this
modern
method
of
com

Mr. and Mrs. John Potter and cases edme
have a greater Interest In your furs than
inboard.
On
fore,
programs which are broadcasted for the County of Knox, in the State of '•
mercial apple crop for X’ew England merely selling them to you. Tour continuous
During the first 20
daughters Ruth and Elsie of Malden main and mizzen yards, the men munication.
from that station. These programs Maine, hereby certify that in the following
patronage depends oa the service that you
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. William loosen sail, gaskets are let go, bunt years, the growth in the use of the include addresses by prominent estates the persons were appointed Executors since the poor crop of 1923.
get from the furs and ourselves efter you
Another heavy sufferer this season buy them We are fully prepared for. any
or Administrators and on the dates herein
Blake of Rockville visited relatives lines are freed, steam winches telephone in the United States was
Grange
leaders
from
different
parts
after indicated:
comparatively
small,
there
being
is
the
corn
crop..
Corn
in
the
United
work on your furs that you may be planning
here Monday.
hooked up. and uonkey engines put
of the country, and musical and lit
VITTRK E H THOMAS late of Elizabeth States, according to a report issued Let us do It now so you won't have to wait In
Raymond Fogler and family of to the job at which sailors once wore 285.400 in use at the end of 1895. In
town, Illinois, deceased. August 16, 1927,
the fall. FILLER COBB I)A ITS.
92-tf
erary
numbers
furnished
by
other
New York City are guests of his out their hands
1905, less than 30 years after its in
ro ently, had an indicated production
members of the organization, who are Arthur Dean of Rockland was appointed of 2.385,226,000 bushels, which would
mother Mrs. M. A. Fogler.
troduction,
the
number
of
telephones
Exr.
without
bond.
Topsails are broken out, fore-and
brought long distances from Chicago
To Let
John Andrews and several friend: afters,
ALBERT L. THURSTON late of Union, de be the smallest crop but one (1924) in
topgallants,
royals
and in use in the United States was 3.attended Waterville fair Wednesday courses spread to the wind from ofi 353,200—more than any' other single to contribute to the program. The ceased, August 10, 1927, Bessie L. Norwood twenty-six years. During the past
TO
LET
—
Two
furnished rooms, 34 Ful
Rockland was appointed Admx. without
Mrs. Robert Nutt was hostess of
Ten years idea Is a novel one. and is the first of
month, however, improvement in the (o»i St. TEL 733-tM.
107*109
bond.
the pole. The old-timers, still sound country has in use today.
the Tuesday Club this week.
later, the number l.ad increased al instance of the kind ever underta
TO LET •I’leiKHant front room, good loca
HARRIET T. SNOW Lite of Rockland, de corn crop was general in certain sec
and sturdy as the day they slid <ow
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Heald of Lin
most 300 percent being more than 10,- ken by a fraternal organization. It ceased, August 16, 1927, Eva l>. Snow of tions of the country. Conditioi)s an tlon. Tel. 533-W. or apply 17 GRACE ST.
the ways, heel gently, come into the
107-109
colnville visited Mrs. A. A. Clar
000.000 in use at that time, and at is intended in time to introduce the Rockland was appointed Admx. without bond. very poor in Ohio, Indiana and Illi
breeze enough to lift the weather
•MARY A. RICHARDS late of St. George, nois but somewhat better in other
TO LET—Three rooms fm- light house
Sunday.
present there are more than 18,000,- same feature through other broad
clews, fill their sails with the wind
keoiihig after Sept 7.
TEL. 1050-W or
casting stations in different parts of deceased, August 16, 1927, Lona E. Kinney of important states.
000 telephones in use.
538-W.
St. George was appointed Admx. without
and t-he race to the Golden Gale i:
106-108
TOO MUCH MARRIAGE
Among foreign nations, the biggest the country, so that eventually from bond.
Potato prospects for the United
TO LET Royal typewriter. ROBERT U.
on.
user of the telephone is Germarfy, Atlantir t'» Pacific a Radio Grange
EMILY J. THURSTON fate of Appleton, States have improved in all section1 POLLENS, 375 Main S*.
106-108
They clear the rugged and danger
Prince Leopold of Belgium and
with 2,258,000 telephones in use at will be In progress simultaneously deceased, August J6, 1927, Bessie L. Nor of the country and in all important
TO LET—Furnished house for winter
ous Alaskan coast; they stand out the end of 1926. less than one-sixth at certain appointed hours at regu wood of Rockland was appointed Admx.
Princess Astrid of Sweden have t
late
states.
The
outlook
at
the
time
months,
with
garage.
T
EL
502
JH
.
106-108
he married three times to make it a bit farther; they begin to draw of those in the United States.
lar intervals, so that members who without bond.
TO LET—Four furnished rooms with use
CJLXRLES G. KIFF late of Rocklayd, de of the last report is for a crop of 410,
stick. Two church ceremonies and apart, the faster and better-sailed
Great Britain in 1895 had only 73,- desire to “listen In" at the specified ceased, August 16. 1927, Gilford B. Butler 714.000 bushels compared with 356,'
W 8176 Main
1O5.lf
a civil ceremony will go to the wed square-riggers leaving their fleet 333 telephones, and in 19*26 the total time may pick up the program from of South Thomaston was appointed Exr. and 123,000 bushels last year and 394, St Tel. 2i8-R.
ding, and if they are not married by mates behind, and the Star fleet was 1,380,000—fewer than the num their nearest broadcasting station qualified by filing bond on the same date
Vo" «"vni’hert a,,,r,men,' 3
135.000
bushels
the
past
five
year
NETTIE A. ROBINSON late of Rockland,
comes bowling down the sunset side ber in Xew York City alone.
then few are.
This idea is most interesting and Is deceased.
August 16, 1927, John W. Burns average.
TO LET -The cellar of the Havener block
That means that if they ever tr; of the continent, the only place in
France, where most of the tele- . another illustration of the progres of Rock* and was appointed Exr. without
The condition of hay and pasture
to get divorced they will have t
the world where such a sight can be phones are government owned and I si'"® character of tha Grange,
A & P' ■tOT*
bond.
continued to improve throughout the HARRY/aTr h,'f °f
92-tf
take three strikes on that. Prying seen.
CYRUS H. MAiNK late of Thomaston, de country.
jperated, has consistently lagged be
Frequent rains have de .
?.tore at ,5) Tillson Ave. Apply
ceased.
August
16.
1927,
Alice
Mank
of
them apart will be harder than
Louis J. Taber, master of the Na Thomaston was appointed Exx without bond. layed haying in most sections and to t.i.ORt.k M BIM'MOXS. Tel. 4-W. 92-tf
hind in tlie number of telephones
opening the bottom drawer of an
used. 'With 30.962 in 1895. the num tional Grange is making an extensive
MARIE L. SNOWMAN late of Rockland, have damaged the quality of the hay
' antique dresser. They will he so
ber had increased to only 737.000 in tour to the ’Pacific Coast, that will deceased. August 16, 1927. Etta C. Martin somewhat. Pastures generally ar
Financial
thoroughly married that eve»n shoot
rover the entire month of June and of Rockland was appointed Exx. without providing plenty of feed.
1926.
ing one of the parties will not dis
Among the small countries, Rel- include fully 5000 miles of travel. He bond.
Oats throughout New England 1
solve it. They would have to shoot
HELEN M BICKNELL late of Rockland,
gium is a relatively larger user of will speak to 'big Grange gatherings deceased.
August 16, 1! 27, Putnam P. Bick bettec than the average and a crop
both.
in
a
half
dozen
states,
give
addresses
the telephone.
From 8.667 in 1895,
nell was appointed Adror. c. t. a. without of 9,972.000 bushels is expected
ILiHANC
°" rMl
F'"t
Marriage of course is an excellent
V/AIym ,r »««ond mortgages.
tlie use lias increased until there were at a number of agricultural college 'Ixmd.
compared with 9,448,000, the average
HARRY
BERMAN.
tiling, but taking three shots at it
'MABQRLLl'S
M.
PARKER
late
of
Rock159,000 in 1926.
Derntark is rela and talk to groups af both farmers
New England production for the last
all for one wedding seems over-do
deceased, August 16. 1927, Marcellus
123 Malt 8t. Room 3, RttklaM. Ttl. 309.
tively a big user of telephones, the and business men all along the route. land,
five years, but the crop throughout
E. Parker was appointed Adtnr. c. t. a. with
ing it. Unless the parsons need the
number having increased from 10,- Mr. Taber is looked upon as one of out bond.
•
the
rest
of
the
United
States
was
12-tt
fees.
325 in 189*5 to 316.000 in 1926.
the outstanding farm leaders of the
GEORGE G. JAMEKON late of Rockland, slightly lower.
present time and he Is greatly in de deceased. August 17, 1927, Lenora S. Ken
J. Fenimore Cooper's decision to
was appointed Admx., and qualified
LEADBETTER FAMILY
mand as a speaker for many big oc niston
write came after he had read a very
by filing bond on the same date.
WALDOBORO
rasions.
OLIVER <!. LF.RAfOND. late of Thomaston
poorly written novel.
Tlie 17th annual reunion of the
The Delaware State Grange reeen deceased. August 16, 1927, George E. Ler
Mr. and Mrrc. Cert Coomb-, of
Leidbetter family will he held on tly made a vigorous declaration in mond of Thomaston was appointed Admr. China. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ruggles
I-ake Michigan Is the only one of
t a. without bond.
3ept. 8 at Crockett’s hall, North Ha favor of rigid enforcement of the pro c. Attest
of Woods Hole, Mass., Were Sunday
the Great Lakes lying wholly within
:—
ven.
>9-107
hibition
amendment
and
the
Volstead
'
itw
iw iu chas l vf.azie. Register.
guests of Mrs. Jennie Benner,
the boundary of the United States.
enroute to their home in Pittsburgh,
making a brief stop on the way at
the Brookline home of Mrs. Robbins
brother, Percy W. Moody.

Advertising In
THIS
PAPER
Is a
Good Investment

Notice To Berry Pickers

NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Fancy Iwr-

rii-u bought, empty crates In exejiangel Xew
crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay
cash or ship for you on lonimlsslnn. Call
or write IRA W. FBBXEY at I»eep Sea Fish
eries Plant at Rockland, Me., fnr particulars.
Tel. 290.
86-tf

An

Ad. In These

Columns

Will

Anything

Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.

What Do You Want
to Sell ?

PRINTED BUTTEk

PAPER PRICES
REGULATION SIZE WITH
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
LAW

$4.50 ptr 1000 Sheets
For Pound Size
Pottage 16 Cante Additional

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Pottage 10 Cente Additional
For each additional 1000 eheete
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000. <4.00 and It
cents postage for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound Size
Pottage 10 Cente Additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional
For each additional 10U0 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, <3.50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

Every- Other-Day

la addition to personal notea recording de
panurea and arrlrala, tlila department espedally dealrea Information of social happenInga, parties, musicals, etc. Notes seat by
mall or telephone will he gladly received.
TELEPHONE .
770

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 6, 1927
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Senter
Came Conroann
IF IT’S NEW IT’S HERE
*

Women Have GARDEN CLUB AWARDS
Group Pleased
Always Wanted Distinguished
With Camden's Prog ress

a face powder like this new wonder
ful French Process Powder called
MKLLO-OLO—stays
on
longer—
keeps that ugly shine away—gives
ihe skin a soft, peachy look—prevents
I large pores. You will be amazed at
■ the beautifying qualities and purity
jot MELLO-GLO. You wiU be glad

7’Zz<?

A Living Room Suite for $69.50

To Beauty.

A distinguished and representa
tive audience thronged the Camden
Friday night Mr. and Mrs. Ensign
Opera House, Friday evening, when
Oti« entertained at their home on
the Garden Club awards were made.
Lindsey street in honor of Prof, and
Presenting scores and scores of gay Paris inspired models,
The auditorium was magnificently
Mrs. Wilbert Snow of Middletown,
—revealing all those subtle little trends of fashion that indi
decorated with spruce, palms and
Conn. Prof. Snow had that evening
vidualise each bat and proclaim It unmistakably NEW.
you tried it. Corner Drug Store and flags, gorgeous dahlias, hanked tlie
given a delightful aeries of readings
fooTlights and the boxes were massed
all other good stores.
at the Unlversailst Church.
’’
Felts, Velvets, Soleils (So-lays)
with golden-glow. On either side of
the stage were miniature "street
Mrs. Fred Lindsey, Jr, and son Dale
Miss Alberta Robinson who has lights' with baskets of flowers, the
have been having a delightful two
, been the guest of Miss Charlotte counterpart of those used so effec
Weeks' visit with Mr. Lindsey's par-1
IF.ulTum returned Saturday to her tively by the town of Camden.
ents at Kittery. Mr. Lindsey and
Marston's Orchestra gave a delight
Portland home.
children motored to Kittery for the
| Arthur J. Bates, who lias been ill ful concert preceding tlie speeches.
weekend, returning Monday, bringing1
Miss Theresa Arau, who is presi
lira. Lindsey and son Duie.
ut bis borne on Masonic street, left dent of the Garden Club, was in
today for Portland where he will en charge of the preparations and
Misses Harriet Hall and Sarah
ter the State Street Hospital for opened the evening with a charming
Hunter have gone to Middletown,
, treatment. He was accompanied by and appropriate greeting from the
Conn., where they teach in the pub
Mrs. Bates.
club. She then explained something
lic schools.
of the system used in the awarding
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Glover have of prizes.
Circulars are mailed
returned to Orono accompanied by every householder in the autumn and
i
Mis. Helen Pendleton of Cedar
Mr. Glover's mother Mrs. Lucy Glov again in the spring, stating con
'street was the guest Thursday of A.
er. who will attend the Ingraham- ditions.
Inspectors are appointed
F. Niles. 34 Orange street, and while!
Sewall wedding next Saturday in for each street, who report to the
there she received a number of call
South Orrington.
president and her committee of
ers, who felicitated her upon her
three.
A general committee also
good health and agility in this her
Mr. and Mrs. Louis O’Brien spent helps classify. The final awards are
nlnty-sixlh year.
•
then made.
Iaibor Day at Rangeley.
The Rev. Ralph H. Hayden intro
Miss Doris Plummer has gone to
Dudley Wolfe returned from Bos duced Gov. Brewster with a fitting
Farmington where she teaches In the
ton for the weekend.
tribute to the Chief Executive's in
public schools.
terest in the movement to beautify
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Weeks of and to exploit the beauties and re
Jefferson were guests Monday of Mr. sources of Maine..
Mrs. W. S. Tripp of Old County
and Mrs. A. J. Bates.
The governor was given an ovation
road is visiting her daughter Mrs.
and spoke in his easy, fluent manner
Frederick Sparrow in
Arlington.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hawley of of 'the wonderful lnapiration Cam
Mass., the occasion being the advent
Manchester, N. H., were weekend den has initiated through this club.
to the Sparrows oil Aug. 17 of a son,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels The large audience he said, was
Richard. Mrs. Tripp will semaln
of Talbot avenue.
proof of ihe abounding interest In
with her grandson a few weeks
things beautiful; that it was a happy
longer,
Mrs. Mary Russell of Brookline has occasion when a whole town jiald
closed her cottage at "The Breakwa tribute to the cultured and aesthetic
Mrs. L. H. Dunn and daughter
ter.” which had been leased for the things of life.
He eulogized the
Annie went Saturday to Boston,
summer and has spent a few days beauties of the region and declared
where Mias Dunn has enrolled as a
at
the
Knox
House
Thomaston.
Mi's.
Camden to be an appropriate forum
in Felt and Velvet
student at Burdett CYdlege.
Mrs.
■ Russell spent this summer at Squir to present the Maine Heautiful doc
Dunn will visit in Boston and vi
rel
Island.
trine. “Camden is in miniature all
Special
cinity until November and will then
to which Maine now aspires. Me
leave for the south lo join her hus
I Miss Josephine Drown of Boston guntlcook looks on Battle and Battle
band. Capt. Lee It. Dunn, for the
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. looks on the sea. Nowhere do moun
winter.
E. OB. Gonia for a few days. tain, lake, wood and ocean so hap
An outstanding collection that offers astonishing values
pily combine. The Man from Maine
Maurice Gregory, Jr., left yester
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Coots of West has come back here to make his
from Gage, Holland. Selma and others in these attractive
day for Lancaster. Mass., to resume
Roxbury. Mass., are guests of Kay- summer home. With him an ever in
price groups for Miss and Matron.
his duties as teacher of manual
1 mond Bird at "Cheltenham," his creasing host who. lacking Maine na
training, this being his fourth year
Crawford Lake Camp.
Mr. Coots tivity, yet reveal their own sensibili
Quality of Bodies or Fabrics
there.
j Was so anxious to return to Craw
ties and our attractions by hastening
Careful attention to trimmings
ford that he left Boston at 2 a. m. within the pole.
Austin E. Spear of Brooklyn, who
Styling according to smart
' on Saturday thereby catching the
“In this section in the past five
has been spending his vacation in
, first ferry over the Kennebec.
Paris dictates
years there has been an increase of
the Canadian Rot kies on a tramping
twenty-five per cent In the number of
tour, is visiting his former home in
These facts, along with very low prices, make it quite im
Miss Madeline Bird, accompanied by
cultivated farms. There has been a
this city.
perative for you to see our hats before buying.
Miss Elizabeth Clark, left Saturday
very much greater increase in the
by motor for New Jersey. Miss Clark
number of cultivated farmers. This
Mr. and Mrs. E. Kenneth Mills and
will be on the faculty of the Summit,
unique community symbolizes in
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand left
(N. J.) High School and Miss Bird peculiar measure the three-legged
today on a motor tour of Massachu
will return to the Trenton High.
stool upon which Maine is privileged
setts where they will be joined by
to gif. with agriculture, industry and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin N. Sylvester
Mr. and Airs. Carl Libby and chil
Philip Rounds joined his Harvard
Mrs. Julia Smith and daughter recreation supporting each its share
and son and Mr. Sylvester's grand dren left Sunday, motoring lo their College room-mate in Albany, N. Y„
Mrs.
Frank
Gardiner
of
Haverhill.
The spirit of Its people, however, fer
father, Mr. Collins, who is on his home in New York after spending last Thursday and in company with
Mass., visited Mrs. Alvin Oxton last tilizes the soil of its natural re
the summer at Bayview Farm.
way to Sailors’ Snug Harbor.
two of the latter's friends is now on Thursday.
sources and brings its chtapest bloom
a tramping tour to Milwaukee. The
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Blodgett vacation will b® completed in till;
Earle Stevens and family of Bos
—a model municipality in what we
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Small of hope to make a more and more model
ton spent the weekend and holiday left Saturday morning for Somer Interesting manner and at Its close
at Mr. Stevens' former home in this ville. Mass., after spending their va Mr. Rounds will return directly tj New York. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Small Maine."
and nephew Lloyd Strout of Leomin
cation with her parents, Mr. and college.
•The Governor extolled the inspira
ster. Mass., who have been visiting tion offered by th> Garden Club and
Mrs. Maurice Gregory.
here, returned home Sunday.
•Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Morton,
spoke of the wonderful future that
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird is visiting Mr.
Alfred Briggs who has a govern and Mrs. Joseph Brown In Sanford.
•who have been spending the summer
would inherit the spirit and beauty
Miss Kitty McLaughlin and Mrs. of their work. He spoke at length of
in this city have returned to Villa ment position in Portland, is mak
Georgia Wahle were#guests Sunday
Nova With his vacation Mr. Mor ing a short visit at his former Rock
Contrary to popular belief traffic at Bayside of Dr. Harriet Hartley the leadership of Mr. Bok and paid
ton has been combining his duties land home.
on the Mississippi Rive..- has doubled and Dr. Ruth Weaver of Philadelphia tribute to his generosity.
In connection with the J. Kersley
Mr. Bok then began tlie distribu
in volume in the past forty years.
and at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McLain and
Mitchell estate at Dark Harbor.
Ralph Flanders. Music was erfjo.ved tion of prizes, after telling how the
daughter, Sylvia Carroll Schwank of
The regular business meeting of and many New England Conserva duff had outgrown the capacity of
, Miss Elizabeth Hall who has been Boston were guests over the holiday
the B. P. W. Club will be omitted tory friedships renewed. Miss Mc the Yacht Club and predicted that
of
Mrs.
W.
A.
McLain,
Talbot
avenue.
the guest of her cousin, Miss Maude
this month.
Laughlin will give a recital in Jor next year the meeting would be on
Hall this summer, returned yesterday
the proposed Village Green.
dan Hall Boston next season.
Mrs.
Louise
Kidd
and
son.
Miss
o Melrose. Mass., where she will reTlifs, year two additional awards
Mrs. Frank E. Bridges of Swan’s
,ume her place on the faculty cf the( Margaret Bartlett and Miss Edith
were for the new gardens. The first
Island
who
has
been
visiting
Mrs.
Mrs.
F.
D.
Healey
has
gone
to
Partridge, who have been guests at
’High School.
was won by Roger R. Rhodes of Sea
J. M. Bartlett's in South Thomaston, Caro Jones and Mrs. G. K. Mayo re Portland where she will spend the street for a garden only one year old.
winter
with
her
daughter.
Miss
Au

turned
home
Saturday.
Mrs. Irene Johnson of Dorchester have returned to Omaha, Neb.
gusta Healey. Miss Virginia Healey The second prize was taken by Owen
was the guest over Labor Day of her
will be with Miss Bessie Healey in C. Staples for an entirely new lawn,
'Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Achorn
of
Fred Linnell and family of Bos
begun this spring. The list of prize
sister. Mrs. Harry Hanscom.
Framingham, Mass.
Biloxi,
Miss.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
ton spent the weekend and holiday
winners and holders of honorable and
Hatch
of
Washington
were
recent
Miss Harriet Hall left Sunday for with relatives In this city and Thom
credible mention was published in
Mrs.
Eugene
C.
Rich
(Frances
guests
at
F.
C.
Flint's,
Franklin
Middletown, Conn., where she will aston.
Flanagan) entertained at luncheon Saturday's issue of The Courier
street.
teach this year in the Straddle Hill
and auction Saturday at Lake View, Gazette.
George * L. Bradlee of Providence
Mrs. Bok graciously assisted her
School. On her way she will visit
Cecil S. Copping who arrived from Camden. There were six tables of
passed through the city Saturday on
husband In distributing the checks
Mrs. William Folland in Chelsea for a
his way home from Belfast and im New York Monday, will return Wed cards with prizes going to Mrs. and certificates.
few days.
proved Ills stay here by looking up nesday accompanied by his family, Standish Perry, Mrs. Everett Mun
The committee assisting Miss Arau
~
, ... Isome of his old friends. His brother, who have been spending the summer sey of Rockland and Mrs. Marcus in the decorations and arrangements
Miss Doris Plummer and Miss char,es w|w a,80 formerIj. ,.e8ldp(1 at Easter's Cove.
Chandler,
were Mrs. E. A. Robbins, Mrs. Theo
Sarah Hunter left Sunday to take jp (h|8 ci(>. |g at ,h(l head
a pr[
Miss Geneva Leach is the guest dore Ross, Mrs. Florence Curtis. Miss
up their teaching work in Farming- va({.
ip Jiansag cltJ.
Fales Circle Ladies of the G. A. It.
of her cousin, Raymond E. Thurston. Edith Clough. Miss Alice Hansen
ton and Middletown, Conn., respec
meets with Mrs. Eugene Lamb. Ran Miss Leach who was formerly with Mrs. Schuyler Day and Arthur
tively. They will stop in Boston a
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike kin street, Wednesday evening.
th Red Cross in Constantinople and Hughes. The palms on the stage
Jew days this week.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Wilson
the Near East has been at Cape Cod were loaned by Chauncey Keep and
motored to Quebec to spent Labor
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Bryant of Read. xui
tut* suiiiiiici
for p<nt
part ul
of the
summer.. Alias
Miss L»iUDru- much credit is due to the able assist
•• The Harold Robertses have closed Dav
ng, Mass., and (. R. Bryant of sina Carter, formerly of Union, who ance of Allen Payson and his staff at
Their summer place. Trlalmark, on
noodfords were guests over Labor has been here with Miss Leach, left the opera house. The ushers were
jlw Owls Head road, and returned to
The engagement of George Hamlin Day at F. C. Flint's.
Mrs. O. H. Staples. Mrs. Florence
Monday for Boston.
J4ew York.
to Miss Bernice Leavitt of Brunswick
Curtis, Mrs. Raymond Conley and
is announced. Mr. Hamlin is a son
Miss Addle McLoon is visiting her
The Chapin Class will meet this Miss Aldine Gillman.
' Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell leave of Mr and Mrs Oliver Hamlin of
aunt, Miss Annie McLaughlin. She Tuesday evening with Miss Ellen
this morning for Framingham, Mass., t|,ls
lias been teaching in Minnesota the Cochran, Union street.
PHILLIPS-BUTLER
-accompanied by Mrs. Fred M. Black-'
past year, and now goes to Aroos
' ington who will visit there and in
Carl A. Blacklngton of Waterville took county with headquarters at
Dr. and Mrs Aubrey Curtis of
A very pretty wedding was sol
East Boston, and later go to New was a visitor over Sunday at his Houlton.
Gre.vstone Park, N. J., have been emnized at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
former home in this city.
York.
making a short visit with Mr. and Roscoe Butler in Dover-Foxcroft
Mrs. Carrie Rhodes. Mrs. Philena
Saturday evening. Sept. 3 at 8 o'clock
Mrs. John O. Stevens and slaters Pierce and son Charles Pierce who Mrs. O. M. Wotton.
Lewis Clark of Marlboro, Mass.,
when their eldest daughter Evelyn
■who has been visiting his aunt, Mrs. Misses Ilortense Wilson and Edith have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. House will attend the Ini became the bride of Charles C
E. O'B. Gonia has returned to his Wilson of Thomaston returned the Frank A. Maxey, have returned to
funeral of the late Thomas Hawken Phillips of Rockland.
The house
last of the week from a motor trip their home in Aliston. Mass.
.home in Maruboro.
Salem,
Mass.,
Thursday.
Mrs. was very prettily decorated with
through (he White Mountains.
House
is already
in
Danvers, evergreen, ferns and garden flowers.
Mrs. Lydia Thompson returned
Mr. and Mrs. Angus McLeod have
The ceremony was performed by
Saturday from Portland where she
Nell Arnold and son Walter of gone to Wilton, N. H., where they are Mass., called by the death of C. S.
Lynn. Mass., were guests over La guests of Mrs. McLeod's sister, Mrs. Whittier who visited at the House the Rev. Mr. Huse, using the double
has been making a short visit.
residence, Glencove every summer
ring service. Tlie bride was given
bor Day of the former's father, Al. Joseph Robbins.
in marriage by her father, and was
Invitations have been received to Arnold.
Mrs. Dora Metcalf of Augusta is very attractive in her gown of white
the wedding of Dwight Ingraham of
Miss Lorea Adams and friend. Miss the guest of Mrs. I. B. Simmons. satin and point lace with rhinestone
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Duncan ahd Catherine Carpenter of Providence,
Portland fformerly of Bangor) to
Rockland street.
trimmings. She wore a tulle veil
. Miss Edith Sewall of Bangor. The daughter Constance have returned are In the city and are stopping al
which was held by a coronet of
wedding takes place next Saturday to Danvers. Mass. They were sc "The Laurie.”
Mrs. William Babcock will enter pearls, and carried a shower bouquet
at 4 P- ni. on the lawn of the bride’s companied by Mrs. Duncan's mother,
tain the Educational Club at her of white roses. The maid of honor.
summer home in South Orrington. Mrs. Florence Patterson, who will
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Clark and fam Glencove cottage
Wednesday
if Miss Alice Brown of Dover-Foxeroft,
A number of Rockland relatives and make a short visit with them.
ily, and Miss Clara Tanner of Marl pleasant, otherwise Thursday. Mem was also very lovely in an evening1 friends will be present.
I
boro, Mass., were weekend guests bers are asked to take box lunch, gown ot blue satin and she carried
____
| Miss Agnes Flanagan has returned of Mr. and Mrs. E. O’B. Gonia at
cups and silver.
a bouquet of pink carnations. The
The engagement is announced in from Meguntlcook where she has Riverview cottage, Cushing.
groomsman was Hon. William V.
Belfast of Mrs. Grace Chadwick Pils-I been spending her vacation with
Millard York and Hazel York, who Phillips of Orrington, a brother ot
bury, daughter of John C. Chadwick, iher slster. Mrg- Eugene Rich.
Capt. George E. Horton is on a have been the weekend guests of the groom. Little Miss Eileen But
tnd on K,ank„ P Widow °off ?ohna c
Fred P. HosmerxSf Pittsburgh, who business troy to Boston and New their aunt. Miss JTnnle York, have ler. sister of the bride, acted as
returned to their home in Marlboro, flower girls and Robert Dewitt was
Mrs. Pils urj, le
.".has been making a Short visit with York.
Mass.
Pllsbury. is a m'mb,er "'Jon's Cbm bis mother. Mrs. John A. Hosmer in
ring bearer.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Eugene Sleeper who
ness and Professional Worn-ns ClubJ
wag {he
of h,8 {ather
Miss Thelma Russell Littlefield of
have been at thair farm at Tlie Highthe Saturday Auction Club, the R thJg c
Misses Ruth and Enah Orff, who Orono , sang Cadman's "At Dawn
Friday, on his way
lands
with
their
son
and
his
wife
j
lave
been
the
guests
of
Mrs.
Mae
,'Womens Federated League and is home
ing" and she had as her accompanist
returned to Boston yesterday.
Perry and Mrs. H. B. Waltz have Miss Bernice Green of Dover-Fox
prominent in social circle®.
Mr.
I returned to their home in Lawrence, croft. Directly after the ceremony
Parker, one of the Maine bank ex
Sherman Daniels was home from
Mr. and Mrs. -Lawrence Jordan jjass.
aminers, was recently appointed one Boston to spend the weekend and
an informal reception was held and
and
son
James
who
have
been
visit

Mr. and Mrs. Butler assisted In reof the receivers of the Waldo Trust holiday with his''I»arents, Mr. and
ing
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vernon
Giles
left
The E. F. A. Club will meet with reiving.
Company. He is a Mason and a J)r8 c E Daniels,
yesterday
for
their
home
in
Massa

Mrs. Nellie Wade tomorrow afleiAfter a wedding trip the bride and
member of the Coot Club and Ma
chusetts.
noon.
groom will reside in Rockland where
sonic Club. Tlie announcement was
Miss Helen F. Horton, who lias
they are both popular teachers In
made at a dinner given by Mr. and heen the guest of Capt. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Walker Fifleld enA,
pretty auctlon partJ. at ,he the High School.
'Mrs. C. Chipman Pineo of Elizabeth. George E. Horton and has been autertained three tables of auction at home of Mrs Karl K Toner in LewN. J., when members of the Satur-I toing over the state with them the
The first meeting of the season of
day Auction Club and their husbands [ past summer, has been on a short thelr Talbot avenue home Monday j8ton j.-riday evening the engagement
evening. Their guests were Mr. and of Mis8 Ivv M vOUng to Herman M. the Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will
were guests. No date for the wedding trip with her mother Mrs. William
W. Horton to the Horton Homestead Mrs. Hugh Montgomery. Mr. and | Hart of tills city was announced. he held at G. A. R. hall Wednesday
has been announced.
at SOdnington.
They returned to Mrs. Standish Perry, Mr. and Mrs. jhsb Young is a graduate of Bates evening.
Girls' raincoats, sizes 6 to 14 years; The Highlands for a short stay, Marcus Chandler, Mr. and Mrs. Louis College, Class of 4926. and enters this
If Ihe housewives in Ihe United
• colors, green, [rose and blue. Spe leaving this morning for Portland Hary nnd Joseph Brewster of Cam-'fall on her second year of leaching
cial 31.95. Rubber hats to match, where they will spend a few days at den and Miss Doris Black. Prizes in the Rockland High School. Mr. Stales were paid for their home ser
35c.
Twenty coats In the lot. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen were taken by Mrs. Chandler. Mi :. Hart is a popular employee of the vices at the rate of fifteen dollars
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Bargain Base M. Fifleld, before returning to their Montgomery, Mr. Hary and Mr ' Rockland National Bank active In a week, the payroll would amount to
Chandler.
social, fraternal and religious life.
317.000^00,000 yearly.
106-107 home in Bristol, R. I.

Paris Styles io Millinery
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This Remarkable Value May Be Seen At Our Store.

A Real Three-Piece Over

stuffed Suite, Reversible Cushions, Handsome Finish, for only

$69.50
We Carry a Large Stock of Overstuffed Suites.

All Styles, Prices and Finishes.

Velours, Jacquard Velours, Mohairs. WeTake a Just Pride in the Splendid Values
We Offer.

EASY TERMS WHEN DESIRED
\

Stonington Furniture Co.

Very New Fall Hats

LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 Main Street

Rockland

Phone 950

$2.98 $3.98 $4.95 and up to $15.00

ment.

TO USE RADIO

NOW FOR OYSTERS

Postal Telegraph Co. Makes. The First Month With An
”R” In It Has Arrived.
Announcement—A Rock
land Man Vice President.
Everybody who eats oysters and
Herbert A. Emmons formerly of
this city lias heen elected vice presi
dent of the Mackay Companies in
New York. In this connection the
following Associated Press despatch,
dated New York Aug. 25, is of in
terest:
. . • .
Radio communication shortly will
be used by the Mackay companies as
an auxiliary to the present commer
cial communication system to pro
vide complete land telegraph, ocean
cable and land und ocean radio
service, it was announced today by
George V. MeLaughlin, vice presi
dent. Not oiliy will the radio be
used to span the Pacific Ocean, it
was explained, but it will be em
ployed in the development of a point
communication service within the
United States, suplementing exist
ing land wires.
The
Mackay
companies
have
signed a contract for the acquisition
by a subsidiary of the Federal Tele
graph company, which now operates
point to point and ship to shore
radio service on ihe Pacific, whereby
the Mackay companies will have the
right to use and to expand the fed
eral radio system und use radio ap
paratus manufactured under federal
and other patents.
The Federal company controls the
development of the long wave
length arc system of radio trans
mission which has heen found ad
vantageous for long distance com
munication. and has rights in the
Deforest and other patents on short
wave transmission for use in the
point service. Tlie Company also
has a research laboratory and en
gineering system which arc engaged
in the fields of television facsimile
and photo-electric telegraphy and
telephony, so that the Mackay com
panies may exploit to the fullest ex
tent any pertinent developments in
these fields.
Mr. McLaughlin, who said the
proposition has been submitted to
the United States department of
justice and the federal radio com
mission. explained that radio has not
been developed to a point where all
difficulties of trans-oceanic com
munication have heen overcome, but
that It will be useful to relieve con
gestion and emergencies.
■Tlie election of H. A. Emmons as
a vice president of the Mackay com
panies also was announced. His
duties to be similar to those of
traffic engineer lor the Western
Union Telegraph Company, a posi
tion he has held for 17 years.
PRACTICAL TRAINING IN ART
APPRECIATION

In connection with an art exhibit
consisting of 150 reproductions in
color and sepia of famous paintings,
pupils of ull'grades in public, schools
of Choteau, Mont., studied for a week
tlie life and works of the artists rep
resented. in a memory contest fol
lowing this, one child in the first
grade was able lo name correctly
99 out of 144 pictures, a. third-grade
child named 128, ar.d a sixth-grade
pupil named correctly the entire col
lection. A public exhibition and lec
ture. held the last evening of the
week, netted sufficient funds for the
purchase of two of the pictures for
permanent use in the school.

knows the old superstition will he
interested in the following from the |
Bangor Commercial:
“There are not lacking those
cheerfully willing to punch holes in
the ancient and honorable belief that
it’s safe to eat oysters any month
with an It in it.’
These critics ask, satirically, if
oysters read th'j calendar, and if
its any less aafe lo eat an oyster
Stew at 11 o’clock on the night of
Aug. 31 than a» 1 o'clock on the
morning of Sept. 1
Whether the old belief is wise or
foolish, it is gospel to many mil
lions of good Americans. And, un
doubtedly, thousands of
Bangor
I people today turned to one of the
greatest of New England delicacies.
An expert on the subject gives this
hit of advice: “‘When buying'oys
ters in the shell bv sure that the j
shells are closed. Knock a couple •
together to test their freshness. |
When they sound ^>lid they are I
good. When thev give off a hollow '
sound tthey are poor.
“ Eating them raw is prbbably j
the best way. If one lias cultivated
tlie taste.Oysters eaten from the
half shell should always he thor
oughly washed before they are
opened. After this skillful job has
been accomplished eat them, and do
not make the mistake of spoiling
their flavor with a lot of lemon
juice and horseradish.’’’

STRAND
ALL THIS WEEK

MUSICAL COMEDY

risriNGtPRKE
arft4

ttarj Carr-PrisctUa Bonner
Marjorie Bonner- Otorge Hacftathom?
John Atljan-William WrtTh-WtlliamEuqew

A Chapter from Life—with all
its strangeness, pains and pleas
ures, graphically presented.
Also

“THUMBS DOWN”
With
CREIGHTON HALE
und LOIS BOYD

FRI.-SAT.—
"THE SILENT THUNDER"

NOW PLAYING

WALLACE BEERY
RAYMOND HATTON
In
“FIREMAN SAVE MY CHILD”
WED.-THURS.

o'?"-

It's a Maze of

Program Changes Wednesday and
FRIDAY

TATh-tf

WED.-THURS.

'•V-'L-'V

Every Saturday Night
•• « •

GOOD TIME

"THE CRIMSON FLASH"

CARROLL
PEACH
Mirth and Melody

GOOD MU8IC

NOW PLAYING
JOHNNY HINES in
"WHITE PANTS WILLIE"

and the

Pioneer Grange Pavilion

ANO A GOOD PLACE FOR A

EMPIRE

TOM
CARROLL

: : AT : :

i

R. V. F. A.
SPEAR HALL
WEDNESDAY EVG„ SEPT. 7
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
POPULAR PRICES
“II

Featuring-

AVfien some people tell the truth it
Is only for the purpose of creating
trouble.

DANCING

DANCE

Today's Feature Picture: “The
Dixie Flyer;” Wednesday and
Thursday, Al. Hoxie in “The
Texas Terror.”

Give this little girl a hand !
One more hit from the lady
who manufactures laughs
in wholes- le quantities !
The comedy that’ll make
you want to Laugh, Man,
Laugh !
FRI.-SAT.: NORMA SHEARER in
"AFTER MIDNIGHT” and F..ED

THOMSON in

“ARIZONA NIGHTS”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September

P ige F.ipKf

Evftry-Other-Day

6, 1927.

SAVED 'MILLIONS

The Jay Walker

:This Week:
«

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

Gen. Lord Tells of Work
Done By Loyal Order of
W oodpeckers.

«

RRttatRRKR***

The economy policy of the Coolidge
administration resulted in the Gov
ernment conducting its business at a
lower cost during the last fiscal year,
OHd HALVA
Director of Budget Lord announced
CORN CROP
Tuesday in his annual report.
&
Carrie Nation was a visitor in the
Tile “Loyal Order of Woodpeckers"
city after having been ejected from
—the term given Federal employes
Landlord Chapman's hotel in Ban
by General Lord because they peck
gor.
here and there to cut expenses—
James Higgins cut one of his
saved the Government $91,000,000
hands so badly while chopping wood
in cash and many more millions
that 12 stitches were required.
n
which would have been spent had not
Xprosperoo:
Capt. A. Q. Hunt went to Swan's
economy been practiced, the report
Wat*.
Island to take charge of Thorndike
1 said.
& Hix’s sardine factory
Ordinary receipts of the govern
The Cigar Makers Held their an
Vl/li
ment for the year ended June 30
nual celebration at Oakland Park.
totaled $4,129,394,000 as compared
The two-mile running race was won
witli $3,962,775,000 the previous year.
by Arthur Sullivan.
Expenses amounted to $3,493,584,000,
Uniformed Knights of Pythias
a decrease of more than $91,403,000.
from Augusta and Waterville were
Gen. laird urged further economy
guests of Keyes Company of this
this year, pointing out that the
city. A parade, trolley rides and a
present budget calls for expenditure
banquet at the St. Nicholas Hotel
of only $3,200,000,000.
The 1929
formed the day's program.
Z
F.O.B. DETROIT
Budget will not exceed $3 300,000.000,
John T. Lothrop was elected jani
he predicted.
ruu. FACTORY EQUIPMENT—4-DOOB. SBDAN (NOT A COAClfl
tor of the High School building.
In his report Gen. Lord said tlie
Edward S. May was appointed
communication services of the gov
sub clerk at the Post Office .
The Knox Telephone & Telegraph
ernment earned approximately $1,710,Co. took over the property on School
000 in 12 m nths by handling com
street which had been the home of
mercial and federal messages.
;
26,000 new Dodge Fours sold in less than seven
the Central Club.
Liquidation of surplus property,
weeks!
Tlie 19th Maine Regiment held its
standardizati, n of supplies and equip
r
annual reunion at Rockport, with 65
ment, transfer of property from one
Thousands of orders still unfilled 1
responding to the roll call. Frank H.
r
department to another and co-ordi
Ingraham delivered the address of
nation of work saved the taxpayers
And with good reason!
welcome. A. E. Nickerson of Swan
millions of dollars in the year, Gen.
ville was elecied president.
Lord said.
At a time when speed is a paramount considera
At the home of Mrs. Charles T.
One of the major economy policies
7
Spear on Middle street 1,00 feet of
(Copmthc w. n. u»
of the government was to cut per
tion
with every motorist, here is a mile-a-minute
sweet peas were blooming.
sonnel wherever possible, the report
Gen Hubbard of New York, who
performer
—the fastest Four in America!
showed. When It was necessary to
gave to Bowdoiu College its fine li
Waldoboro, July 30, William F.
replace
an
employe
who
resigned,
VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD
brary building was a visitor in the Howell and Sarah Amos.
At a time when curbs and streets are packed and
,/
appointment was made at a lower
city.
Deer Isle. Aug. 3. B. T. Soule of
wage scale if possible.
jammed with vehicles, here’s a big, roomy car SO
Mrs. James Sullivan bought out Ellsworth, and Miss Carrie Dow of
The government also got a “cut"
Mrs. J. E. Doherty's millinery estab Deer Isle.
EXPERTLY DESIGNED that it will fit into 17>/2
,
Some
of
the
Things
Seen
By
Miss
Hilda
George
On
Her
from
the
telephone
company
at
Wash

lishment. Another prominent NewAppleton, Aug. 10, Hamlin Calph
ington. The treasury collected two
feet of curb space and turn ’round in a 38-foot street!
York visitor was .John B. McDonald. of Appleton and Miss Myra SukeTrip With the Floating University.
cents on every nickel call made from
New York subway contractor.
forth of Union.
9
a pay station located in a federal
And when were snappy pick-up and get-away more
A terrific electrical storm passed
Somerville, Mass., Aug. 18. James
building.
over Knox county, doing much dam R. Small, formerly of Rockland and
universally required and desired? This brilliant
Indal
(Eleventh Paper]
caded silks; carved ivory,
Other economies included reducing
age.
Among the buildings stnKatherine G. Newcombe of Somer
wood and exquisite jewelry.
expense
accounts,
using
paper
on
two
new Four steps from zero to 25 miles an hour—
and damaged Wire: George E. Ma ville, Mass.
India continued
In the afternoon we drove through sides, sharpening pencils until they
son's residence. Ash Point; the Ler
Stonington, Aug. 5, Solomon Tracy
My last installment brought me as entrancing native bazaars and weird were only an inch long, Returning pay
thru
gears—in less than 7 seconds!
na nd cottage. Crescent Beach; Hen and Ada M. Small.
»
far as Rajah's palace at Madura. colorful streets and everywhere we envelopes so they could be used twice,,
ry Burns' farm buildings in Union:
Dorchester, Mass., Aug. 18, Wal
Longest springbase under a thousand dollars, too
Fied A. Seiders residence in Union: lace Egerton. formerly of Thomaston, This palace was built in the sixteenth saw people making for one direction. turning typewriter ribbons over so
9
H. B. Bowes residence in Union; and Miss Josephine Helen Blown century and was a beautiful combi That was to a large circus. We they would last longer, and a long
—its comfort already lauded by hundreds of coastdrove for hours thiough the gay list of other things the “woodpeck
M s . Benjamin Eastman's barn. jf Dorchester.
nation of Hindu-Moslem architec throngs. We saw veiled women, wo
to-coast
tourists!
ers"
practiced.
Chestnut street, Rockland.
Rockport. Aug. 20. Fred II. Herrick ture. It sounds Impossible, but the men with gorgeous jewelry on toes,
Gen Lord recommended that the
Fire broke out in the third story and Miss Mary Lane.
✓
The lowest priced Sedan ever sold by Dodge
ankles, arms, necks, ears, noses and next congress enact legislation co
of the Maine Central Hotel (now the
Rockport, Aug. 1 7t Charles A. great open quadrangle, surrounded
Narragansett) and caused nearly Plummer and Hattie E. Arlin, both by a colonnade whose columns were hair; beautiful little girls in finest ordinating the activities of the many
Brothers.
bright coats and pantaloons and em
$5,600 damage.
of Camden.
richly carved with Hindu mythologi broidered moslem hats; men with border patrols. He also urged enact
Fire was discovered in the base
ment of the federal building pro
Ask about our special time-payment arrangement
South Thomaston, Aug. 17. Willis cal designs, whose arches had the
huge colored turbans and white gram which would ultimately save
ment of Sleeper Bros, plumbing es H. Leach and Annie M. Wotton.
robes;
swell
limousines
swankey
—exceptionally generous.
tablishment. where an incendiary
the government millions now spent
Thomaston, Aug. 28, Elijah C. grace of cathedrals and the orna
two-horse turnouts, behind the silken for rent.
had apparently been at work.
Jameson of Boston and Miss Stonie mentation of delicate mosques; the
Arthur 10-year old son of Frank W. Tucker of Thomaston.
hail of the bath where the Creek curtains of which beautiful women
Hall, was brutally assaulted by a
Union. Aug. 21, Charles W. Clark like bathing pool ley surrounded by- peeped at the crowd. Oh, lord, it was
HOOVER STOCK HIGH
sculptured columns with exquisite was marvelous! Travellers from fa
lobster fisherman who made his es and Avia Jon-’.t, both of Razorville.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 124
54 PARK STREET
cape to the islands.
Freedom, Aug. 24, Josiah Bailey bases and capitals- the throne room inland could he distinguished by their
'I
Arthur S. Libby was elected sub and Ida May Hamilton, both of where some restored mural paintings dust stained garments and unusual Judging From the Reports
master of the High School.
brought to life again the glory of ways of wearing their "sari.”
Freedom.
Which Come From West
Schooner Alice M. Davenport went
Camden. Aug. 19. Edward F. Jos- color that once was there; the whole
ashore near Isle au Haut and sank selyn and Jessie Maria Bryant.
majesty of the building; was thrill
We then went to more native
and Middle West.
when pulled off the ledge.
Thomaston. Aug. 17, George W. ing and romantic. From its roof we quarters
saw
some
intertsting
P. Zeflra sold his fruit business in Berry and Helen E. Cunningham, looked upon the busy city—saw long
temples and a huge ceremonial
Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Camden and after a vacation at his both of Rockland.
sari (the cloth d-aperies worn by | cart
with wheels
higher than Hoover appears likely to receive
old home in Italy was to locate in
Waldoboro, Aug. 14. Wilbert R. men and women) drying on flat- I.
The
cart
had
a
-pedestal
on
Rockland.
Dwyer of St. George and Nora F. topped mud houses; saw bullock it for the sacred image and was strong backing of Western Presi
drowned out the United States be- who had once lived in the part of
TO GET NEW TEETH
dential delegates at the 1928 Repub
Tyler H. Bird moved to Belfast Kuhn of Waldoboro.
carts with their tiny palm hoods; ,
Inwn the Canadian border and the Norway he was preparing to visit.
carved into many grotesque figures lican national convention, according
where he had charge of the pumping
luxuriant
trees
here
and
there;
great
i
Gulf of Mexico. Skramstad's for- To complete the story Mr. SkramRockland, Sept. 2. Seth W. Weed
and had a tall con’ca! thatched roof to reports from authentic represen
station at Little River.
stone
columns
where
the
Rahjahs
and Nettie Mclrtosh.
Scofflaws To Find That the mer neighbors in the section he came stad intends to take movie*? of his
over it. We were driving along about tatives of the West.
Herbert Richardson had one of his
from also had an idea that gang , relatives and scenes in the fatherRockport, Aug 36. Andros T. Up once tied their elephants. Above all j
fingers nearly severed while assist ham of Camden and Miss Eliza E. were the imposing conical gateways dusk, when K— say a junk shop—
Senator Jones, F.f publican, Wash
Volstead Law Also Has a warfare anil shooting constituted a ' land,
k
and he will bring them back
she can never resist them. It was ington. whip of ’he Senate, said in
ing in a survey. The wound was Carey of Rockport.
to the Temple.
Far off were a
normal part In American life. So for his Minnesota neighbors to see.
a mere hole in th» wall, filled with dications are that Washington will
Spine.
accidentally inflicted with a machite
St. George. Aug. 30. Joseph W. mosque on a hill and great moun
Amateur photographers comment
when he decided to return to his old
rubbish and a veritable Shylock of be for Hoover. Reliable word has
by a fellow worker.
tain ranges beyond.
Glover and Miss Lizzie M. Blake.
home in Norway he took with him upon tlie Bkramstad trip as a pion
a Hindu, bent and white-bearded. come from California that the Hiram
Allen F. Shepherd fell from a lad
St. George. Aug. 31. Watson T.
The Volstead law is to he fitted the first "home movie" camera and eering expedition of importance.
K— bought about two rupees of
der while engaged in joiner work and Barter and Miss Elizabeth J. Wilson.
Then we drove on through more stuff from him and then he said in Johnson faction may not oppose the out with a brand new set of strong, pictures that ever went into his "old
broke his collar bone and one of his
Secretary
of
Commerce
ns
that
Sunset. Aug. 27. Warren L. Wins streets to an enormous banyan tree very quaint English."
harp teeth, if the plans of John B. country."
shoulders.
state's "favorite son" if he does
low of Malden. Mass., and Mildred that covers with its 2.000 shoots an
Mr. Skiamstad took pictures with
FRANK H. INGRAHAM'
"Come to my house—I have such choose to fight Johnson. Repre Hanunond. Iowa dry crusader, carry
Charles Barnard bought the Jere Knowlton of Sunset.
one of tho now amateur motion pic
througli successfully.
acre of land. Bevond this we came beautiful things!”
miah Hooper house on Broadway.
sentative Newton, Republican, Min
Monroe.• Aug. 24. Hiram Hoffses
Hammond, who fought temperance ture cameras, and among the pho- j Attorney and Counsellor at
Well, we could not resist it. and so
Co. H. Tillson Light Infantry went of Camden and Georgia Maddocks of upon an artificial lake with an island
in the center. On the steps leading we drove through the ever darken- nesota, said Hoover will have his battles in his home state for 25 tographs were scenes of the beau- I
to the state muster in Augusta, un Belfast.
Law
to the water groups of natives bathed i ing streets to Snylock's house, It state's delegation if a proper cant years, was so successful in ills cam tiful lakes in Minnesota; farmers at I
der the command of Capt. Charles C
* » • •
paign against rum in the last New work In the Holds, and other charuc- , Telephones—Office 468; House 6B3'R
and rested. On the island stood a was a lltile mudhouse, whlteuashed. paign is made there.
Tibbetts.
The other commissioned
Representative Christopherson, Re York legislature, according to the tccistlc scenes, as well as pictures of ;
F. Alonzo Atkins, Civil War veter fairy-like white temple, lace-like, Hat-roofed. We stooped through the
officers were W. C. I’oo'er. 1st lieu
publican, South Dakota, said he be anti-liqjior leaders of the Empire his family and friends In America | ^31 Main Street
Rockland
embowered in trees, where Minakshl
oor and emerged in a tiny court, lieved Hoover will probably have
tenant; and A. O. Pillsbury, 2nd an. died in Thomaston, aged 64.
state, that he has been chosen to
S.
G.
MacAlman
of
Union
became
ir.d
her
consort
Siva
(pronounced
'
where
1
dimly
recollect
thi
glow
of
lieutenant.
some of the votes from this state head the lobby of the National Civic
A 10-wheel locomotive for heavy- overseer in the woodshop at the ^hiva) are brought to reside for one ' a charcoal fire. Three women van- Republican editors of Wyoming have League during the next session of
day
each
year
Boats
plied
there
i
ished
at
sight
of
us
and
Shytock
State
Prison.
freight purposes was due on the
voted 33 to 2 for Hoover and Mon
Congress.
The farm buildings of Henry from tlie shore, taking over wor- j took us into a front room, small,
Knox and Lincoln Division.
tana politicians report that his pop
The veteran foe of liquor lias pre
shippers.
About
the
lake
were
old
dark
Burns,
in
Union,
were
destroyed
by
where
thwe
were
benches,
A passenger car and a construcular strength there is increasing.
pared drafts of several bills em
and
new
temples,
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A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the events which
Interested Rockland and vicinity for
three weeks ending Sept. 2, 1902.
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